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each Your Children Well" is more
than just a song lyric to Grammy
Award-winning singer David Crosby.
Crosby served as the keynote speaker for
USD's Alcohol and Drug Awareness Week
Nov. 2-6, telling the near-capacity crowd in
the Hahn University Center Forum of his
many years of drug addiction, his experience in jail and drug treatment centers, and
the effects it had on his family and friends.
" A ll I can tell you is go visit rehab
centers or jails," Crosby said when asked
what to say to students who are doing drugs
or alcohol. Now nine years sober, the 57year-old Rock and Roll Hall of Farner says,
" I have my time back."
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A CHORUS OF LOVE
Changing students' lives through music
and words is what A nnette (Russick )
Welsh '79, the recipient of t he 1998
Mother R osalie Hill Awa rd, accomplishes
as USD's director of liturgical music.
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THE PARENT TRAP
Few issues are as difficult these days
than findin g the proper balan ce between
child-rearing and career. A nd experts
predict it will get tougher as a new
gene ration of workers demands more
time with their families.
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DORM ROOM CHIC
Feng Shui may be the hottest trend in
karmic decorating, but college students
on a budget can bring character to their
rooms, too. With limited space and the
need to compromise with roomies, USO
students come up with creative ideas to
make their rooms comfortable and fun.
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GOD LIVES HERE
A lesson in faith for Shelley FocoMecum's ru ral H awaiian students tu rns
out to be a lesson in book publishing for
the 1985 USO graduate.

ON YOUR CASE
Law students tackle real life disputes by
working in the USD Legal C linic, where
on-the-job training not onl y helps create
future lawyers, but gives a voice to the
community's voiceless.
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OW IOARDING: USD
In this sport, you hit the lip hard, stand
tall and crui e, or maybe cut loose with a
backside snap.
There's no team uniform, no bench
to pull from, no time out . If you make a
bad play, there's no penalty flag - only a
killer wipeout that can leave you gasping
for air on the sand.
"It definitely takes a special kind of
person to be a surfer," says shortboarder
and freshman Willow Fish. "This is not
some girlie sport."
Fish should know. Not only was she
born to the sport - her dad is a surfer,

The University of San Diego plans five
major building projects in the next five to
seven year with a schedule that includes,
in chronological order of construction, the
Jenny Craig Pavilioo sports and activities
complex, the Monsignor I. Brent Eagen
Memorial Plaza, the remodeled University
Office Park site, the Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice, and a new Center
for Science Education and Outreach.
Ground breaking for the JEMMY
CRAIC PAVILION is expected to take
place in the first half of this year, with a
14- to 16-month construction schedule.
The new sports and activities facility sited on the parking lot above Torero
Stadium - will include a 5,100-seat arena,

he grew up in Hawaii and Fiji, and if
that' not enough, check out
the last name - Fish is one of
only two females on USD's
surfing team, which is expecting a great ea on.
"At least on paper, this is the best
team we've had in four year ," says
Todd Peterson, team captain and a senior
busine s major. A club sport, the surf
team receive financial assistance from
the university to help cover tournament
fees and dues.
"Surf team" may seem like a trange
moniker for a sport that relies on olo
skill, talent and guts. USO has two
teams of eight members each, yet surfer
compete individually in the five monthly
competitions held by the National
Scholastic Surfing Association.
Six surfers participate in each heat,
with the top three surfers who ride the
largest and most critical part of the wave
advancing. The majority ride shortboards
- 6-footer with pointed noses that can
react quickly - yet each team mu t
include one longboarder, a surfer who

a state-of-the-art fitness center, a sports
medicine clinic and a meeting and reception area. The three-story building will
be home to USD's varsity basketball and
volleyball teams and will host a wide array
of recreation and intramural activities,
cultural events, academic gatherings and
conferences.
The MOMSICNOR I. BRENT
EACEM MEMORIAL PLAZA, a gateway
connecting the Jenny Craig Pavilion to
the campus, will be constructed simultaneously with the new athletics facility.
Named for USO' late vice president for
mission and ministry, the plaza will serve
as an outdoor gathering place for cultural,
athletic and community events.

M

rides an 8-foot, round-nosed
board. Surfers collect points
in each round, and the
chool with the most
points wins.
"There is a lot of
luck involved when you're dealing
with the ocean, a lot of variables,"
acknowledges Peterson, who
says some of the best surfers
may get bumped out of the competition
because of lousy waves in their set.
In Fish's first competition at
Huntington Beach in October, he
advanced to the semifinals, but fell to
fifth after failing to catch a wave.
''I hadn't competed before, and I
was shocked at the high level of comp t i ·
tion out there," Fi h says.
lntere t in surfing is running high.
Peterson had more than 30 people try
out for the 16 spots on the team, the
most he's seen in his four years of ridin
waves for USO.
For students like Fish, surfing for
the USO team serves two goals.
"Surfing i my bigge t love, and it'
a nice outlet to be involved in school
Life," she says.

The UNIVERSITY OFFICE PARK,
composed of four buildings located on a
two-acre site below the lower west parking
lot, was acquired by the university two
years ago. A three-story building currently
houses School of Law legal clinics, engi•
neeriog labs and faculty offices, while
two single-story buildings are leased to
private business tenants.
A two-story building on the site will
be razed this summer and rebuilt as part of
the Hahn School of Nursing and Health
Science' planned physical therapy prOk>rnm.
The design proposal include an anatomy
lab, a skills lab, faculty offices and other
research facilitie . The reconstructed
building will face the lower west parking
lot, where a new pedestrian walkway i
already in place and eventual vehicle
access to the building is planned.

USD LAUNCHES 50TH CELEBRATION
A special convocation in January,
featuring a speech by President Alice B .
Hayes to the USO community, kicks off
the year.
The San Diego community will learn
more about USO and its contributions to
the city through a pullout ~ection in the
San Diego Union-Tribune, scheduled to
be published in February. The following
month, USD's corporate partners and
community VlPs will be invited to a lun,
cheon hosted by the Office of Corporate
Relations.
Alumni and friends who attend the
Author E. Hughes Career Achievement
Awards May 8 will be treated to an
anniversary celebration. A nd folks from
all over the region will be invited to
Alcala Park in July for a summer carnival
featuring athletic contests, cultural
entertainment and academic lectures.
The year-long festivities will culminate Homecoming Weekend, Nov. 12-14,
which coincides with Founder's Day,

On the eve of the new millennium, the
University of San Diego is celebrating its
golden anniversary.
Events throughout the 1999 jubilee
yea r will honor 50 years of educating
young adults to be generous business
people, compassionate nurses, ethical
attorneys, inspirational teachers and
eager community volunteers. It will also
be a time for university leaders, alumni
and friends to chart the path that will
lead USO into the next century.
Guided by the motto "Tradition with
Vision," a number of special events will
bring alumni and community members
into the celebration. Annual events H omecoming, the Hughes Career Achievement Awards and the Businesslink USO
luncheon - will commemorate the
jubilee year with unique tributes.
"The annual events provide us
moments to pause, and also a chance to
look ahead to the future," says John
Trifiletti '78, director of alumni relations.
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Architects are working with the JOAN
B. KRO C INSTITUTE FOR PEA.CE A.MD
JUSTIC E -planning committee to design
the building that will house the peace and
justice studies program. The design for
the interior will dictate exterior aesthetics, but preliminary plans call for a two,
to three-story building of 85,000 to
100,000 square feet. The institute building, to be constructed on the West Point
Field, will include meeting and seminar
rooms, offices, an auditorium, reading
rooms, a distance-learning facility, a
library and museum-style exhibit spaces.
A draft design for the building is
expected in February, ground breaking is
planned for late this year and the facility
is forecasted to open in early 2001.
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The CENTER FOR SCIENCE EDU·
CATION A.MD OUTREACH, to be sited
on the west end of campus, will bring
together in one facility the university's
chemistry, biology, physics, and marine
and environmental studies programs.
Envisioned as a three-story, 150,000,
square-foot building, the building p[an
is the result of extensive meetings
between architects and the USD science
faculty, who stressed the importance of
constructing a welcoming and comfortable facility for both science students and
non-science majors.
With a projected opening in 2004 or
2005 and a cost of $30 to $35 million, the
university will issue bonds and undertake a
search for major donors to finance the project
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the traditional time to celebrate USD's
founding leaders, Bishop Charles Francis
Buddy and Mother Rosalie Hill.
An icon, shown here, will be the symbol used on anniversary correspondence,
invitations, brochures and campus banners
to celebrate the past and future of USO.
The depiction of Camino HaU and The
Immaculata Church in a contemporary
style incorporates both the tradition of
the school and the vision of the next
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50 years, says Lynn Karpinski, USD's
graphic designer.
For up-to-date information on the
year's events, check out the anniversary
website link at http://www.acusd.edu.
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African Americans
As U SD prepares to celebrate Black
History Month in February, senior
Angela Kinlaw provides an educational
list of African Americans who have
influenced our society. An English major
and philosophy
minor, Kinlaw
is in her second year as cospokesperson
of the Black
Student
Union. She
has volunteered fo r the
Toureros
tour guides
and tutors
fellow students.
Kinlaw's plans include earning a teaching
credential and a law degree.

1

Dr. Martin Lulhar King Jr. ( 1929 -

1968). My reasons for choosing King
for this List may seem self-explanatory,
yet l picked him for an unconventional
reason. He received only one " A" grade
as an undergraduate at Morehouse
University and still went on to earn a
master's degree from Crozier Theological
Seminary and a Ph.D. in philosophy
from Boston University. H e may not
have been considered an exceptional student at first, but King didn't let that
stand in the way of pursuing his dreams.

2

Rn. Juse Jamon. Thanks to Jesse
Jackson, the slogan "I am somebody!" is engraved into the hearts and
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minds of people throughout this country.
As a minister and a civil rights leader,
Jackson works daily to keep alive the
dream of Martin Luther King. As the
leader of the Rainbow Coalition and
presidential candidate, Jackson has persisted in his quest to make this country
and the world a better place.

Charla■ Ru:hanl llnw ( 1904 1950). As a surgeon, scientist and
educator, Drew used his genius to save
lives. H e discovered that storage blood
plasma lasted longer than whole blood,
allowing more blood transfusions to take
place. His discove.r y saved many Lives
during World War II.

Jadcia Rahitulan ( 19 19-1972).
Jackie Robinson's contributions to
desegregation extend far beyond the world
of professional sports. He overcame
enormous racial obstacles in joining the
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947, and faced
down stubborn racism for the betterment
of his people.

9
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Flm"lma &ril&lll Jaynar ( 1959-1998).

With beauty, class and an elegant
demeanor, Flo Jo took women 's track to
new heights, winning three gold and one
silver Olympic medals and setting world
records in the 100-meter and the 200meter. She held fir m to her roots and
always served her community with the
same enthusiasm and dedication she used
to win races.

5

Dr. William Edward llurghllrt DuBm

( 1868-1963). During his 95-year
life, W.E.B. DuBois not only knew and
understood history, he Lived it. A trained
sociologist, he is one of the most influential scholars, Literary authors, political
thinkers and human rights activists the
world has ever seen.

6 Paul Rahuan

(1898-1976). The
epitome of a well-rounded individual,
Robeson was a 12-letter recipient in college baseball, basketball and track, then
went on to become a lawyer, multilingual
singer, actor and political activist.

7

Madama C.J. Walkar (1867-1 919).

U
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Walker went from washerwoman to
millionaire by formulating hair remedies
and growing a successful cosmetics
business. She was a humanitarian wbo
employed more than 5,000 black women,
promoting greater dignity, opportunity
and pay.
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LanptanHugJuis (1902-1967 ). A

true Harlem Renaissance man primarily recognized for his poetry, Hughes
captured the lives of African Americans
in his many literary works. U sing his
creative writing ability and his understanding of his s urroundings and society,
Hughes inspired his readers to appreciate
and respect the African American presence in the United States.

Julietta Kinlaw. I could write a

1D

book about the life of my mother
and all the reasons I love and respect her.
I put her on my list because of her great
faith in God, bee ability to endure through
the worst obstacles, her patience during
trying times and her willingness to sacrifice
for what is right. A s a single mother who
has defied all odds and taught me to do
the same, Juliette Kinlaw is an influential
person whom 1 must honor.

WE'RE NOT KIDDING
We all remember some of the best
pranks we pulled in college, don't we?
Or were you one of the unlucky victims
who had the prank pulled on you?
We're looking for a few good stories from clever jokesters who pulled
fast ones on unsuspecting roommates
or favorite professors.
Send us your faves via e-mail to:
Sherold@acusd.edu; or via snail mail
to: U SD Magazine, Publications Office,
5998 Alcala Pack, San Diego, C A
92 11 0-2492. Or call (619) 260-4684
with your story.
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Music Director Shapes Students' Lives

F

or several hours each day, Annette (Russick) Welsh '79
touches, shapes and changes lives with beautiful music. The
rest of the time, s he uses words.
Very s imple words.
"I 'm a good listener," says Welsh, USD's director of liturgical music and a source of advice for students each day. "Most of
the time I just sit there and find myself saying things like, 'Oh
really?,' 'l s that right?,' or 'Mmmm.'"
An associate minister in university ministry, Welsh
directs the student singers and musicians who perform
as a choir at daily liturgies, special Masses, weddings, funerals and other events throughout the
school year. She also directs the freshman
retreats, spiritual excursions where freshmen
can interact and bond.
It is in these two roles that she quickly becomes a familiar face for new students each fall.
"Some of them are just homesick
freshmen, and other times I am talking
with a student about a relationship problem," Welsh says. "Every situation is
important, though."
For her compassion and willingness to
listen, Welsh was recognized at H omecoming
1998 with the Mother Rosalie Hill Award.
The honor is bestowed annually upon an alumna
or alumnus for a significant or extraordinary contribution to the school. President Alice B. Hayes
called Welsh's love of h er students, family and USO and its
traditions a credit to the university.
1t is not j ust her ability to listen, however, that draws s tu,
dents to Welsh. It is her experience. Welsh was once a Founders
resident, and she volunteered as a musician in the chapel and
participated in the university ministry retreats before graduating
wit h a degree in biology in 1979. Shy during those first few
retreats as a student, Welsh usually played th e guitar. As a
retreat leader years later, she was asked to give a speech and
discovered she was a great storyteller. Now, she often rewrites
passages of the Bible to create skits her students can act out.
After graduation, Welsh worked as a lab teacher in the
Coronado School District a nd later as a chemist for Bumble Bee
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Tuna. She was invited to return to the USO campus in the
1983-84 school year as a part-time member of cl1e Campus
Ministry team. She jumped a t the chance, sh e says, because she
had always thought of the school as "home."
"When l was looking at schools as a senior in high school,
this was the last campus l looked at," Welsh says. " I came here
after looking at SDSU and UCSD , and I just right away felt at
home. I can't explain it. It's a beautiful place but it wasn't the
beauty. It was something else."
Welsh has not only made a personal commitment to the school where she says she instantly
felt at home, she has involved her family.
One of the freshmen she Listens to is her
18-year-old daughter, Stephanie.
"She has a lot of the same questions
I did, and that has made me a better
mother," Welsh says. " But 1 enjoy
talking to each and ever y one of these
students. They are all my children in
a way,"
Welsh draws inspiration from her
family in he r daily endeavors to help
others express their faith through the
music ministry. She married her college
sweetheart, Bill, shortly after graduation
and together the couple have five children:
Stephanie, William, Jamie, Kevin and
Ttmothy. Welsh, who grew up s inging and playing the clarinet, piano and guitar, has not pushed
any of he r children to pursue music, but all are accomplished singers.
Welsh's choir is anywhere from 40 to 60 students strong
each school year. She believes a musical setting allows students
to relax and talk more freely about issues affecting their lives
than they would otherwise. She has even jazzed things up by
finding room for musicians who play i nstruments not no rmally
associated with a choir, including a trumpet and a trombone.
"I love this job," Welsh says. "I feel like it is my calling
and God wants me to do this, to use music as a way to reach
out to people."
-
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arly one morning last April, elementary school teacher
Shelly Foco-Mecum '85 took her students on a field
trip. In the rural Oahu town of Ewa Beach - some 30
miles or so from the hustle and bustle of downtown H onolulu Mecum sheparded onto buses 168 of her students from Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic School.
Their mission: Find God. And write about it.
" It was just a great day," says Mecum. "It was a way to
help open their eyes and see that God is all around us. Even the
bus drivers were crying when they saw what had been written."
Mecum, a literature teacher, originally conceived the project as a writing exercise. Then she asked her students to take
pictures and illustrate their findings. A local publishing agent
heard about the project, and about a month before the field trip,
the search officially became a coffee-table book project. The
book, Seeking God in the Gathering Place - the popular nickname of the island of Oahu - is to be released this spring.
"We didn't start out thinking this was a book," says
Mecum, who moved to Hawaii in 1996 and lives just down the
road from the school with her husband, William. "But the more
we talked, the more we thought about it and the more sense it
made."
The students traveled by helicopter, glass bottom boat,
sugar plantation train and s ubmarine to 50 selected locations
around the island of Oahu during their search.
The book includes passages and photos from students
on where they found God. One student found God in a tree,
another in a rain shower, still another during a wedding in
famed Kawaiahao C hurch. Some students found God in unlikely locales: the flags above the National Cemetery of the Pacific
at Punchbowl, under the ocean's surface and in the cans of food
for the needy in Gov. Ben Cayetano's office.

ES
E
BECOlUES A BOOR._
The search was featured locally and nationally in newspapers and on television. Representatives from "Nightline" and
the Oprah Winfrey and Rosie O'Donnell shows have expressed
interest in doing stories once the book is released. Mecum also
solicited endorsements from Hawaii resident and author Wally
Amos, of Famous Amos cookie fame, and Richard Carlson, who
penned Don't Sweat the Small Stuff. Both agreed to write passages supporting the book, and Carlson liked the idea so much
he informed his publisher, H yperion Press, who took over the
project in an effort to make it national.
Proceeds from the book's sales will be used to promote literacy in Hawaii and fund scholarships at Our Lady of Perpetual
Help, Mecum says.
"The whole thing kind of just took off," Mecum says.
"Our students literally explored the island by land, sea and air."
A Hawaii resident for just over two years - her husband
was transferred by the U.S. Navy from a post in Japan in 1996
- Mecum has had an incredible impact not just on the small,
30-year-old Our Lady of Perpetual H elp school, but the entire
state.
"It's amazing how people have reacted," says Mecum, who
has two sons at the school, third-grader Joey and sixth-grader
John. "It's transformed this school certainly, and the island, but
also the whole state. Everyone was so willing to get involved."
Teaching is nothing new for Mecum, who taught English
language classes to elementary and high school students in
Yokosuka, a small city just outside Tokyo. Mecum taught in
Japan for nearly 10 years after graduating from USO in 1985,
and even taught English on a television show. She says she is
still amazed at the impact of her teaching in Hawaii.
"It was to have been a simple lesson for the students and
it's turned into something where people are listening and paying
attention to what they had to say," Mecum says. " People want
to know where the children found God."

-
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FLEX TIME, PART TIME,
ND TIME, NAP TIME: FEW
ISSUES ARE AS DIFFICULT
THESE DAYS THAN FINDING
THE PROPER BALANCE
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BETWEEN CHILD-REARING
AND CAREER, AND

-

EXPERTS PREDICT IT
WILL GET TOUGHER AS A

ouJd you mind hanging on for a second?" a ks
Tiffany (Brewka) Bufton '90, just moments into a
phone conversation on her recent decision to leave a
high-profile job to be a stay-at-home mom. "l'm nursing and I
have to change phones."
Of cour e.
"There, that's better," she says, after a series of clicks and
sputters that turns out to be one of those operator headsets, a
birthday present from her husband, Scott. "No hands. It's such
a great thing."
No doubt the inventor of the headset probably bad uses
other than burping a baby in mind for the millions of pairs of
freed hands, but for Bufton, who on this day is quieting 7month-old Saber, it works.
In fact, it makes her happy. Happier, she says, than
anchoring the weekend news for KLAS-TV Channel 8 in Las
Vegas, a rung in a career ladder she envisioned stretching to
"The Today Show" and a job she had no plans of leaving, not
even after discovering she was pregnant.
Not until she had her son. And walked away.
"I was diehard career, career, career. I had a plan in my
head since 1 was in college and went into the business: get married, have a baby, hire the nanny. I was completely planning on
going back to work.
"But Saber wa a colicky baby... screaming all day. There
were times I couldn't handle it, and I thought, 'If I can't, how
can anyone else? What is a daycare worker going to do with
him?' And then l knew I had to put him first. It struck me that
this is my job now, him."
In an era when women account for 48 percent of the
workforce, where 72 percent of American women with kids
work, and where only 17 percent of families conform to the
Beaver Cleaver model of a wage-earning father and a stay-athome mother, concerns about the ability to effectively parent a
child while working full-time are commonplace.

a

NEW GENERATION OF
WORKERS DEMANDS
MORE TIME WITH
THEIR FAMILIES,
WHILE BUSINESSES
DEMAND MORE
TIME FROM THEIR
EMPLOYEES .

Z I

Those raised during the coming-of-age of
the women's movement in the 1970s between the Virginia Slims ads and jingles
of "I can bring home the bacon, and fry it
up in a pan" - are realizing that having
career and family is much more difficult,
given the kev issue of finding quality,
affordable child care (a recent study published in U.S. News & World Report
found while 15 percent of day-care facilities were excellent, 70 percent were " barely
adequate"). Others are struggling with the
corporate Sword of Damocles: While more businesses are offering family friendly benefits like flex
time, part time and job sharing, experts warn that workers
who take advantage of such options often are shifted by management onto the parent track, with little hope of advancement.
And some say that America is simply undergoing another generational shift, taking a cue from Generation Xers who rate flexibility, free time and their family as top priorities over career.
''I think the generation we're seeing now is different. They
value their leisure time, they envision more balance in their
lives than their parents," says Miriam Rothman, a USD business
professor who specializes in human resource issues. "Students
now talk about that balance between work and family, where
years ago it wasn't an issue in the classroom.
"Women are realizing they cannot be superwoman," she
adds. "Women want more control in their lives, and organizations have been slow in responding to that."
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Control over her life was exactly what Ann (Coseo) Kelter,
who graduated from the School of Law in 1992, was seeking
after giving birth to Mia, now 3. As an attorney working SOplus hour weeks - the standard in most law firms - and with
three years invested toward the six-year partner requirement,
Kelter always planned on returning to work part time after giving birth. The o bJ i roblem, her firm said no. The senior part•
•'hat on a part-time schedule, Kelter wouldn't
serve her clients' needs.
ilosophy faced Beverly (Kauffman)
o a 1992 gracluate of the School of Law. Kalasky,
s the thought of not returning to work "never crossed
ntil childbirth occurred," found a reluctance at her
- ime employment. After having Andrew, now

4, Kalasky returned to work full time, dropping
him off at day care at 7 a.m. and racing to pick
him up by 6. She worked only four months
before resigning.
"It was OK for him to go to day
care, but it was difficult for me, knowing
someone else would be spending the day
with him," says Kalasky, who also has a 2year-old son, Austin.
"There were times I thought, gosh, 1
threw away an opportunity to be oo the partnership track. I lost benefits, retirement. That was
hard. But I could live to be 100 years old and never
get my son's first year back. I can always practice law,
but I never can have him back when he was 7 or 8 months old."
For Bufton, the prospect of returning to the TV station,
where an average day was 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., with no luoch
break, was too overwhelming to attempt with a newborn. And
she knew parents who did try part-time at other stations ended
up at the office more than 20 hours, and were still often looked
down upon by management.
" In my business, you just don't quit. You're on a path, taking steps from one market to the next market," Bufton says.
" Ideally, I would like to work part time and anchor the noon
news... but that is very difficult to do i.n this business."
All three women did not take their decision to quit lightly.
The satisfaction of working, self-esteem, goals, peer pressure,
and most important, the hit they took financially, were all key
factors they considered.
"We sat down and looked at our finances," explains Kelter,
who admits her husband did not want to lose her stable income,
since his job as a stockbroker was entirely commission-based.
"We stopped buying clothes. We stopped eating out. We paid
off my law school loans. We sold our house -and moved into an
apartment for eight months. You really have to think it out."

h
More employers are responding to parents' desire to spend more
time with their children - a 1997 survey of 1,000 major U.S.
companies by H ewitt Associates, a benefits
consulting fi rm, found that 72
percent offer flex time and 64
Most teens
percent allow part-time
employment. Yet traditoday expect to work
tional attitudes about
foll-time work that
outside the home. Yet
these women faced
60 percent boys and 48
still abound, experts
say, because of
percent girls say they expect
increasing competition in the business
to ha'1e a spouse who stays
world.
"The business envihome with the
ronment is so hyper now,
children.
everyone is running ragged,"
says USD business professor
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Dennis Briscoe. "Even though companies are improving their
(family friendly) policies ... the reality is you have to work 12hour days to be successful in this country."
Employees today spend an average of 44 hours a week
working, six more than they are scheduled to work. It's no surprise, therefore, that 28 percent of workers polled in a 1997
survey by the nonprofit Families and Work Institute very often
felt they did not have energy to do things with their family after
work.
Those parents who do take advantage of policies that allow
more balance. between work and family can sometimes find
themselves shunted off the fast track, says Anne Hendershott, a
USO sociology professor who specializes in family/work issues.
"Corporations have really responded in helping parents
combine. work and family, but women have to realize that if
they take paTt in the mommy track, they are not helping their
career," Hendershott says. "Simply put, when you choose to go
half time, you're just not a player in the workplace."

"Job security in the future is going to come from a person'
capabilities and their abilities to network, not ome company
taking care of them," Briscoe adds. "The product you sell in the
future is you and your kills."

11

Elizabeth. (Hay) Castillo '85, who has two sons, Michael, 6, and
Brian, 4, leveraged her skills as a grant writer for a nonprofit
health clinic when her husband recently found a new job that
required a move. Castillo convinced her employer to allow her
to work from home, even though home would be in San Diego,
120 miles from the Brawley, Calif., office headquarters.
"1 had been in a very family friendly environment at work
in Brawley, and only worked two miles away from where my
baby was in day care. Because San Diego is so much larger, I
knew it could take me up to 45 minutes to drive from my hou e
to a new job, not to mention getting to pre-school," Castillo says.
Castillo's husband, Marvin, a 1985 USO grad, now drops
off Brian for pre-school at USD's Manchester Family Child
Development Center, which accepts children of USO employAfter getting past the initial frustration of not
ees, alumni and area families. Elizabeth, meanwhile,
landing part-time positions at their firms,
takes Michael to public school in the morning. She
both Kelter and Kalasky hit upon a soluEmployed
then has a good seven hours to work before everytion - contracting out their services, a
one returns home.
mothers spend 3.2
move which afforded them flexibility,
"Five thirty is nightmaTe time for working
income and professional self-esteem.
mothers. There's the commute. Getting dinner.
hours
each
workday
with
"lt kind of validated me,"
The kids are screaming. Now 1 can go to (the
explains Kelter of the depositions and
their children; employed fathers grocery) during the day if I need to. I can walk
other contract jobs she performed
down to school and see Michael if I want to.
while caring for her daughter. She ha
spend 2 .3 hours each workday
"1 don't think if I had a baby 10 years ago,
since had a son, 7-month-old Evan.
they would have gone for telecommuting,"
(up
hour
''When you're home with. kids, you forCastillo says. "For most moms, time is the key
get you have abilities. It got me out of the
thing, and I'm lucky that my employer allows me
20
years
ago).
house and doing what 1 used to do."
to have this kind of schedule."
The attorneys found their contract work
Those who examine business trends say as more workth.rough friends and former colleagues, networking
ers demand a balance between career and family, companies
skills which experts say are crucial if a stay-at-home parent
will need to respond to their needs, most notably telecommuting
expects to easily re-enter the job market. Briscoe also has advice
and outsourcing of traditional jobs. Employers will have to let
for parents who guit to stay home with their children in the
go of the notion that workers with children are undesirable
early years, but plan on returning to work when kindergarten
while single workers are valued.
rolls around - stay on top of your education and career field.
"When I ask students what motivates them, they want free"The problem is trying to pick up in your career where you
dom and authority over their time. Money is not where it used
left off because work requirements change," he says. "Half of
to be," notes USD professor Rothman. "l think companies are
what an engineer knows is obsolete in five years. If you are
beginning to realize if they want to retain good employees, they
constantly learning, reading, attending seminars, networking,
have to be good at offering employees time.
then yes, you can step back into the workplace.
"Parents, particularly women, are getting to the point
where they ask 'What i my value?' 'Where do I feel value?'
It will vary for each woman. But have you ever noticed on
uurccs: Fumili~., 111111 \Vul'k In, tilutc's I 997 Nutimml twJ. of lhc Cl1m1,1;/11,:
epitaphs, they never say 'she worked real hard?' "
Wurkfi,rcc; llcwitl A,sndutcs IJene{il sl ud~·; 1997 Rup~, pull•; U . . Nc1<•s
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Legal Clinics Move Students Fram
Classroom la Caurlraam
BY )ILL WAGNER '91

B

rian Bickel wears his cap backwards, loves the silver hoop earrings in both hi ears and lives
close enough to campus to walk to class.
The third-year law student has the look that goes with spending his days in lectures and
nights hunkered over books in the library. But give the aspiring lawyer a client to interview,
an opposing attorney to confront or a judge to confer with and he is a consummate professional, complete with a suit and tie - and minus the earrings.
Changing appearances is easy, Bickel says. The real key to moving from the insulated world of
law school to the professional ranks is in a student's ability to put all the theoretical knowledge into
practice.
Bickel found a place to test his ability last summer in the School of Law clinical education program. He joined the civil law clinic and took on a real case with a real dispute involving real people.
No more simulated cases, no more theoretical teachings. These people needed his help.
"You learn what it's like to deal with a paralegal or stay up all night drafting a document o
you can get it in on time the next day," Bickel says. "I had to talk to clients through a SpanishEnglish translator. It's about all the little practical elements you don't get in law school."
"Brian came in with his cap on backwards, looking like a kicked back student," recall Allen
Gruber, supervising attorney for the civil clinic. "He walked out talking like a lawyer."
The USD Legal Clinic is an umbrella organization composed of eight separate clinics, each with
its own supervising attorney and a handful of students who work on actual cases. Second- and
third-year students compete for spots each semester in the child advocacy, civil, criminal, environmental law, immigration, land development, mental health and public interest law clinics.
The candidates provide a resume and transcript, then are interviewed by the clinic attorneys.
The process gives students an idea of what to expect from potential employers who are looking for
promising young attorneys.
The lessons begin in earnest when clinic student are assigned ca es. Sometimes it's a new case
and the student begins at ground zero with client interviews. Often times, as was Bickel's experience, the case i ongoing and students pick up where another student left off. They have to quickly
ettle into an office where, for the first time in their lives, they will practice law.
"The clinic teaches you things they don't teach you in cla es," Bickel says.
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While any number of lawyers at the clinic can offer informal advice, students pose many of their questions about cases
during weekly classes. C li.nic classes resemble staff meetings at a
law firm where case strategy is discussed between students, the
s upervising attorney and the paralegal. Students choose to
attend the cli nic as part of their regular schedule of classes,
working on cases while also attending and studying for campus
courses.
During a recent civil clinic class, discussion went from a
case set to go to trial in January to a landlord-tenant dispute to
helping a client collect on a fraud judgment. Gruber reviewed
subpoenas drafted by paralegal Betancourt and asked student
David K im about steps he's taken to communicate with the
clients in two of his seven cases (the civil clinic currently has
3 7 active cases).
Gruber is technically a teacher, bu t his collaborative style is
less about handing out assignments and more about on-the-jobtraining.
Betancou rt says of the clinic's classroom environment: " It's
not about taking orders, it's about thinking for yourself."

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
The walls aren't paneled in mahogany, clients don't sink into
waiting room carpet and every attorney doesn't have a window
office. N evertheless, the U SD Legal Clinic operates as a professional law fi rm complete with a receptionist, paralegal and certified lawyers.
" We operate like a law office physically and ideologically,"
says Susan Quinn, administrative director of the clinic program.
Last year's move from Warren Hall on campus to a nearby
office building on. Linda Vista R oad vastly improved the physical operation of the clinic. Rather than struggle to park on campus and wind their way to the third floor of the law school
building, clients now simply pull into the office parking lot and
ride an elevator to the third floor s uite.
Patty C ortez, the clinic's receptionist, who also serves as a
Spanjsh-English translator, welcomes visitors to the modest
offices. A conference room with windows looking toward campus provides a private s pace for students and supervising attorneys to meet with their clients. A small office assigned to no
one in particular offers a more intimate setting for one-on-one
conferences.
The back room is divided into a workspace for the clinic's
paralegal, Jesi Betancourt, and compu ter stations for writing and
online research. The requisite wall of bookshelves is a small,
but useful, library for students.
"We try to give them a safe, professional envi ronment to
learn in," says Betancourt, a graduate of USD 's paralegal program. " We don't expect them to be perfect, but we do expect
them to ask questions."

Clinics At A
Glance
The USO School
of Law clinical
education program
is one of the most
extensive in the
country. The eight clinics bring together law students eager to practice law
and indigent clients who otherwise
could not afford legal ser vices.
Located in an office building at the
foot of the Alcala Park campus, the
Legal C lime can be reached at (6 I 9)
5 74-7621. The program includes:

AVOICE FOR THE VOICELESS
C linical education exists to provide hands-on experience to students who would otherwise enter the workforce with few practical skiJls. At USO, the program also strives to provide an
invaluable communjty service.
Populations that aren't typically served by for-profit law
firms have in the clinic some of the most dedicated advocates
they could hope for. Immigrants, mental health patients, children and low-income clients have a voice to fight for justice

Child Advocacy Clinic

Environmental Law Clinic

Students in this clinic may represent
cbjjdren in abuse and neglect proceedings or work with s upervising attorneys
on statewide policy projects. The clinic
is operated by the School of Law's
C hildren's Advocacy Institute.

Students represent individ~---~
uals or community
groups presenting or
advocating environmental issues.

Civil Clinic
Law students in this clinic gain experience i:n general civil practice, which
sometimes includes trial work.

Criminal Clinic
This clinic provides training through
simulation exercises combined with
fieldwork on actual cases, both prosecution and defense.
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Immigration
Clinic
Experience is
gained through
interviewing, counseling and representing clients with immigration-related problems.

provided by few other agencies in Sao Diego County.
Clients are referred to the USO Legal Clinic through social
service agencies or word of mouth, and the attorneys screen for
cases that appear resolvable in a reasonable amount of time.
Legal services are provided through the clinic to clients who fall
below the federal poverty level and otherwise would not have
access to representation.
Kim Lewis, supervising attorney of th e mental health clinic,
has designed her 4-year-old clinic to be a voice for the voiceless.
Run in conjunction with the Patient Advocacy Program, the
clinic is the only organization in San Diego County dedicated
exclusively to serving mental health consumers.
Lewis, a 1989 law school alumna and director of the
Patient Advocacy Program, mentors a half dozen students each
semester and is continually refreshed by watching the students
make a difference in someone's life.
" The intent of being a lawyer, after all, is to serve your
client," she says.

to start simply. Just like a medical student wouldn't be thrown
into open heart surgery, a law student isn't going to be assigned
complicated cases.
The students learn to think for themselves by working on
cases that hopefully have straightforward resolutions. Jan Bejar,
supervising attorney of the immigration clinic and a 1983 graduate of the School of Law, says he looks for cases that will be
interesting and good learning experiences for his four students.
"We don't take a case just because we think we can win,"
says Bejar, whose clinic frequently works with immigrants who
are facing deportation. "We'll take a case if it looks like a good
fight. It's a matter of sticking up for people."
Students in the clinic quickly find that, no matter how
straightforward the case, representing a client to the best of
their abilities requires long hours of drafting legal arguments,
researching case history and preparing for administrative or
judicial hearings. At the same time they are learning to do the
paperwork on a case, students are challenged to understand the
human side of practicing law. They learn how to interact with
opposing attorneys, cranky j udges and timid clients.
Lewis allows students to go before judges at administrative
hearings as soon as she sees the young lawyers are capable of
handling the task. In other clinics, the supervisors wi.11 attend
court hearings with the students and stand ready to step in if
their help is needed.
"It's a lot easier to learn when someone is riding shotgun
with you,'' Bejar says.
Allen Snyder, who supervised the civil clinic for many
years and now works as a clinical professor, never tires of
watching the enthusiastic students.
"I love their absolute wonder at things that I think are old
hat," he says. "It's energi.zing to be a part of that."

THE WONDER OF IT ALL
Started in 1971 with the civil and criminal clinics, the USO
program continues to attract practicing attorneys who want to
teach and eager students ready to work their tails off. T h e program is funded through tuition fees and expands as monies
become available. Several of the clinics, includ.ing the immigration and mental health clinics, were proposed and designed by
law school alumni who had expertise in the area and saw a need
for legal services in the county.
No matter how many books are read and tests are taken, no
matter how great a student's knowledge, the practice of law has

Land Development Clinic
This clinic exposes students to issues
ranging from code enforcement and the
permitting process, to local and regional
planning issues and the Multi-Species
Conservation Program.
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Mental Health Clinic
Operated in conjunction with the
Patient Advocacy Program, this clinic
gives students the opportunity to work
with clients in the menta.l health system
on issues such as guardianship proceedings and obtaining disabiUty benefits.
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semester. Projects focus on state regu;
latory practices or public interest law
and help the CPIL advocates serve as
watchdogs over 20 state agencies that
regulate business, professions and trade.
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Public Interest Law Clinic
Under the guidance of Center for
Public Interest Law (CPlL) faculty,
students in this clinic choose a research
or advocacy project to work on for the
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feng Shui may be the hottest trend in karmic decorating, but college students on a budget

can bring character to their rooms, too. With limited space that acts as liuing room, bedroom,
study area and makeshift kitchen - and the need to compromise with their roomies - USO
students come up with creatiue ideas to make their rooms comfortable and fun. The results
are usually an eHpression of new-found freedom combined with a taste of home.
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Freshmen Melissa Richardson and Katie Jacobs had some doubts
about rooming together when they first met, but a plastic swimming pool and about a dozen boxes of purple Saran Wrap
changed their minds.
"My brother and sister gave me the inflatable pool and said
it would make me the most popular person in the dorm," says
Jacobs, who came to USD from Tucson, Ariz., and is planning
to major in biology. "It's gotten some attention, but the best part
is that Melissa and I sort of bonded because of it."
A late night shopping trip cemented a friendship between
the roommates, as they searched for colored twine to hang the
pool and purple plastic wrap to cover the ceiling. The Saran
Wrap didn't stick, but the pool swings in the corner when it'
not in use, part of an ongoing decorating process that includes a
mini-kitchen stashed under a bunk bed, a hammock chair and
custom curtains with an undersea motif.
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"My mom made the curtains for us, but we never stop
thinking of new things to do," says Richardson, an English
major from Visalia, Calif. "If just one of us liked to decorate,
we'd probably really annoy each other."
Fortunately, the two found they had more in common than
they thought. They might occasionally argue over who controls
the television remote or who has the cuter dog at home, but
they like the same shows, and each named her dog Emma. The
two even share the same middle name, Jean.
"We didn't think we'd Like each other at first, but now
we're thinking about sharing a house off-campus next year,"
Melissa says, while Katie adds: "Just wait and see how we decorate that!"
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Founders H all policy is set in stone: no boys allowed after midnight during the week or after 2 a.m. on weekends. But freshman Romy Reich! and a good percentage of her fellow residents
in Founders H all have found a way around the rule.
"Everyone waits for the new Abercrombie and Fitch catalog
so they can paste the guys up on their walls," says Reich!,
pointing to the collage of well-dressed hunks who stare placidly
down from their glue-mounted perch. "Plus, everyone is wearing the clothes this year."
The models, however, are not the only fashionable part of
the room shared by Reich!, a native of Los Angeles, and fellow
freshman Stacie Grueser, who hails from Denver. As any reputable home magazine will report, the trick is to combine style
and function, and the two roomies took the advice to heart.
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Matching Chinese lanterns and coordinated bedspreads add color
to the room, while cinder blocks purchased for about a buck
each at Home Depot elevate their beds and allow for extra storage underneath.
"We didn't want any girlie pink, we just wanted a comfortable room that looks nice," says Grueser. Reich( adds: " It's our
home, and we wanted to make it as interesting as possible."
Additions such as funky lamps, colored Christmas lights
and the requisite stereo, television and computers make the
room interesting enough, but the girls say the feel of home is
achieved in a much different manner.
"You build a bond with all the girls on your floor, because
you're around them all the time," Grueser says. "It's like having
all your best friends at your house all the time."
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On his application for on-campus housing, Nick H ellbush made
clear his love for music and hoped he would get some roommates
who felt the same way. What he got was a dorm-room band.
"We just got lucky, I guess," says guitarist H ellbush, who
teams with guitarist Chris Laybourn and vocalist Kelly Norman
for late-afternoon and evening jam sessions.
Though normally against Maher Hall dorm policy, the trio's
impromptu performances have earned unofficial approval from
resident advisors and deans because they are just so ... well,
good. Hellbush, Laybourn and Norman think also of their
neighbors and their sessions have drawn few complaints. In fact,
they often draw a crowd.
"Sometimes we'll get guys from down the hall who will just
come over and kick it," H ellbush says. "Things are really lowkey and mellow. It's not that big a deal."
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The three often set up a microphone and amplifier, dim the
lights and play as though on stage. With a fou rth roommate,
Jesse Minturn, urging them on, the trio plays variations of popular songs or their own creations.
"It's made things a lot of fun," Minturn says. " I thought
living on campus would be kind of boring but with these guys
playing, it's pretty cool."
All they need now is a name.
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LIGHTEH UP~
UNIVERSITY

T E R R A C E

At least once a year, the theme in the University Terrace dorm
room of junior Mike Amundson and senior Eric Jorgensen
seems to make sense.
Two weeks after school began last fall, Amundson and
Jorgensen decorated the inside of their bedroom with Christmas
lights. Neither had done anything like it before - they decided
on a whim.
"lt just started out as an idea to do something different,"
Amundson says. "When people come over, we wanted something unusual they'd remember about our room."
Teammates on the USD baseball team, the two had grown
tired of looking at bare white walls. Using lights from home,
they strung a simple pattern in a two-foot-wide band on all four
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walls. They plan to keep them up all year.
"The timing is good during the holiday season," Amundson
says, "but we like them because it's just something different."
The lights have become a topic of conversation for neighbors and guests, and that's just the way the roommates like it.
"It kind of lightens things up," says Jorgensen with a
laugh. "People can see that we don't take things too seriously."
Jorgensen and Amundson share their Linda Vista R oad
apartment with junior Joe Sklenicka, who has his own bedroom
but still takes pride in the creative talents of his dorm mates.
"It's not even my room, but people still ask me about it and
tell me it's cool," Sklenicka says.
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Some vacancies still exist fo1· cl.ass chairs,
co-chairs (for cl.asses prior to 1971), correspondents and co-correspondents (pre•
1971 classes). If there is a vacancy in
your class year and you want to voltm•
teer, please cont act the Office of Alumni
Relations at (619) 260-4819 or (BOO)
248-4873, ext. 7.
Alumni Gallery notes received after the
deadline i11ill appear in a subsequent
issue. For classes •with correspondents,
please send class news to your correspondents rather than directly t-0 the magazine.
CLASS CHAIR
Therese (Truitt) Whitcomb,
Honorary Chafr
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CLASS CHAIRS
Angel (Kraemer) Kleinbub
George Palma
9
CLASS CHAIRS
John J. Bowman
Karene (Lemke) Evenson

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS
Simone Gennette Ostrander
543 North Trout Lake Drive
Sanger, CA 9365 7

Pat Gannon Roberts
1426 Boyle Avenue
Escondido, CA 92027

CLASS CHAIR
Katite (McGonigle) Murtha
CLASS CHAIR
Mary Scott

Rebecca [Radford) Fleming is an instructor in scripture studies at Benet Hill
Center in Colorado Springs, Colo., and
also teaches a class for the Holy Cross
Novices in scripture. She serves on the
Bishop's Worship Commission and spent
part of the summer in England.
SC
CLASS CHAIRS
Carol Duster
James V. Freed, Honorary Chair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Diane (Sinclair) Drew
2854 Creekside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

-5
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Nadine Israel Thomas
2538 Tupelo Drive
Augusta, GA 30909
n thomas204@aol.com

~

CLASS CHAIRS
Janet (Halla) Trily
Ned Wilson

&3
CLASS CHAIRS
Hank AcquareUi
Penny (Nutting) Guthrie
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Martha (Spiers) Lepore
750 F Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118
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Dennis Halloran
1910 East Linger Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85020-4427

llmlEJlORAUUAT' ALIJMNI
Simone Gennetta Ostrander (M.A. '66)
is a counselor at Kings River College in
Reedley, Calif., where she also teaches,
writes newsletters and started a summer
reading program for at-risk children.
Simone serves as a mentor ro single parents in a Fresno-area organization called
The Branch. She and her husband, Gary,
live in Sanger, Calif.... Isabelle (Tnnnballa)
Peel and her husband, Norman, own a
landscape maintenance service in El
Cajon, Calif. The couple have five children and one grandchild.... Grand-parenting is keeping Hugo Sota Jr. and his wife,
Rosemary (Dunn) Sota '64, busy. The
couple have 10 grandchildren from five
of their six children.

RADwtrE DUlW SCI':JUL AWJ.
Rabm1 Wahl (J.D.) is a management consultant to aerospace companies in the
United States and Canada since retiring as
president of Bombardier Regional Aircraft
in Toronto, Canada. Robert and his wife,
Cnristine, Live in Las Cruces, N.M.
S9 .
CLASS CHAIRS
Elizabeth (Korander) Bradley
Elli (O'Donnell) Lorch
Tippy (Gary) Thibodeau
Mary Jane Tternan
CLASS CORRESPONDENTS
Martha (Fiorino) DoweU
676 West Timberbranch Parkway
Alexandria, VA 22302-3614
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CLASS CHAIR
Noel Hall
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Delle Willett
2753 Hillcroft D rive
C hesterfield, MO 63005- 7007

19&5
CLASS CHAIRS
Maureen Buckley
Dennis Wick
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Karen (Graham) Thielke
19518 14th NW
Seattle, WA 98177-2702

U ttlihG:UUIUM"E AJ UM~
Ave (De Vanan) Bartz and her husband,
Will, recently celebrated their 31st wedding anniversary with a trip to I taly,
where she did archival research in
Rome. Ave is in her 29th year teaching
history and economics at Mayfield
Senior School in Pasadena, Calif., and
has been researching the early years of
Mayfield for a written history. Ave
also is a founding member of the Holy
Child Schools Mission Effectiveness
Committee, a national committee that
has drawn up guidelines for evaluating
how well various Holy Child schools are
following tile R oly Child philosophy of
education.
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She takes communion to shut-ins and is
a member of the St. Vincent de Paul
Society. She and her h usband, George,
live in Sacramento, Calif.

CLASS CHAIRS
Diana Doerr Klink
Bernard Palacek
J

Margaret D■kker is director of psychological support and an alternative high
school principal for the Escondido
Union High School District. After rearing four children, Margaret likes to
spend her free time volunteering in
Mexico and traveling as often as possi•
ble. . .• Judith ()(afura) Lawis retired
from nursing and began teaching kindergarten th rough sL'<th grade computer
classes for ABC Unified School District.
Judith and her husband, James, have
three children and one grandch ild....
Mary Pat McChasnay, who lives in
P hoenix, Ariz., wrote of the fun she had
at recent alumni celebrations. "A great
joy this year has been attending the
October and May 100th anniversary
reunion celebrations of Sacred Heart,
Menlo Park-Atherton. So many of us
have both Menlo Park and USD as our
schools and it was wonderful to see the
bunch of us who came." ... Ardel Nelson
is chair of the management department of
American River College in Sacramento.
Ardel reports he is working hard on the
California Virtual University and is the
member of three central committees....
Cathy Sawada is semi-retired from her
business as a home health care operator
and has been traveling the world, with
her latest stop in Rio de Janiero in
August.... Phillip Straling has been serv•
ing as the bishop of Reno, Nev., since
1995. Before heading up the Diocese of
Reno, Bishop Straling served as a priest
in the Diocese of San Diego from 1959
to I 978, and was bishop of the San
Bernardino Diocese from 1978 to 1995.
... Mary Vanda is enjoying retirement
after serving for eight years as director
of religious education at schools in
Omaha, Neb., and West Des Moines,
Iowa. Mary and her husband, Donald,
live in Wichita, Kan. , .. Mally (Bill)
W■strale is happily retired from residential real estate and enjoys traveling from
her Woodside, Calif., home with her
husband, Steve, a consultant to the
semiconductor industry. Aside from gardening and art collecting, Molly enjoys
high-performance driving.... Kathl■en
(Grannan) Williams is retired from teaching, but that hasn't slowed her down .
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Robin Gaadenaugh (J.D.) retired as professor emeritus from the State of Maryland
Law School in July 1998. Robin is currently in solo practice as a lawyer and
psychotherapist in the Washington,
O.C., area, where he lives with his wife,
Marina.... Lucy Killaa (M.A.) left the
state Senate in November 1996 after
14 years in the California Legislature.
In January 1997, she became the first
full-time head of the International
Community Foundation, a nonprofit
organization whose mission is to develop
and assist in philanthropy across intematiooa.1 borders in Latin America and Asia
Pacific.
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Waller 0.L. Johnston Jr., president and
CEO of Teague losurance Agency lnc.
of La Mesa, Calif., was recently named a
recipient of the Andrew H. Ekem award
by the San Diego chapter of the Insurance
Brokers and Agents Association of San
Diego County. The award goes to an outstanding agent who contributes to the
community and industry. Walter, a former recipient of the Bishop Buddy
Award for USD alumni, bas raised nearly $10,000 to assist an agen cy that mediates tenant-landlord disputes and assists
the poor and homeless in East County.
Walter and his wife, Rosemary, live in
San Carlos and have four children.

CLASS CHAIR
Jan (Davidson) Tuomainen
CLASS CHAIRS
Donna. (Trumble) McGill
Paul Tuomainen J r.

CLASS CHAIRS
Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston
G. Vincent Reardon.Jr.

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Joseph Walker
715 South 32nd Street
Renton, WA 98055-5097

Judith (Giacinta) Ban■ is an employee
assistance counselor with Kaiser
Permanente in Anaheim, Calif. Judith
reports she ,1nd her husband, James, have
been busy grandparenting two boys and
traveling to Budapest.... Sister Karen
S■eker was a teaching sister for 43 years
and reports that she "loved it." She currently works in a tutorial center and is a
private tutor in St. Louis, Mo....
Barbara W■lsbachar has taught English
in Japan, H ong Kong and the P eople's
Republic of China. When she's not
teaching in other countries, she tead1es
at St. Michael Academy in San Diego.

CLASS CHAIRS
Sandra (Kiszla) Chew
Walter Johnston
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Moira Lees
11806 Gorham Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049
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Rab■rt Gre■nwall and his wife, Janet
Elizabeth, write about their six children.
"Oldest son Raymond is a computer pro•
grammer in Seattle. Oldest daughter
Monica is on a two-year stint witb the
Jesuit Volunteers International. Middle
son Tom just graduated from the Univet:•
sity of St. Thomas and accepted a fellow•
ship at Tulane University. Daughter
Andrea will be a junior at Loyola
Chicago. John and James (identical
twins) just graduated from Grossmont
High School. James will join Andrea at
Loyola and John will attend Fordham in
New York City." ... Stephen Johnstone
(M.A. '81) is steward/keeper of "Johnstone House" in San Diego. His wife,
Judy, works at Point Loma Nazerene
University. Daughter Stephanie graduated from SDSU in 1996, daughter
Elizabeth is attending USD in pre-med
studies, son Stephen Jr. is studying electrical engineering at UCSD, and daughter Alexandria is attending San Diego
Mesa College.... Philip Piria is a pension
consultant in Glendale, Calif. Philip and

his wife, Mary, have two child ren, Anne
Stuart, 24, an elementary school teac her,
and Robert, 22, a chef.
CLASS CHAIR
Steve N asman

surgery in N ew York C ity, he worked in
emergency room trauma in Brooklyn and
New York. In 1988, Robert started his
third internship and residency in OBGYN, finishing in 1992. H e currently is
in solo practice in OB-G YN in Las
Vegas, N ev.

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Lawrence Pickard
490 6 New Castle Street
Riverside, C A 92509
tU tlU
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Jaan (Pllsely) Buchanan, is a group
underwriting consultant with P rudential
Insurance Co. in H ouston , Texas. Joan
and her husband, Jimmie, live in Kemah,
Texas. ... Carinne (Dalley) Helena is an
assistant case manager with Scripps
Memorial H ospital and a marriage and
family counselor with St. Francis
Church in Vista, C alif. Sh e has three
children: Julie, 24, Stephen, 22, and
Robert, 16. ... Slave Numan and his
w ife, Vicki (Weslervell) Numan '74,
have a son who is a junior at Santa
C lara University and a daughter in her
senior year of high school. Steve i s vice
president-line review manager for Bank
of America ill Brea, Calif., and V icki
was recentl y named manager of South
Orange County Regional One Stop in
Mission Viejo. ..• Lawrence Whittet is
chief executive officer of American
Moving and Storage in Montebello,
Calif. Lawrence and bis wife, Patricia,
have three children, ages 14, 11 and 6.
Q
...
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William Alcin (J.D.) retired from the

O range County District Attorney's
O ffice io September 1996 after 24 years
as a depu ty district attorney, William
,ind his wife, Kristine, Live in Colville,
Wash•... Kenneth Wassner (J.D .) and
his wife, A ni, live in Mission Viejo,
Calif., where he is in private practice
s pecializing in estate planning and
elder law,
CLASS CHAIR
Roy Lechner

CLASS CHAIRS
Victoria (Westervelt) Nasman
Doug R obert

LIA (M.B.A.
' '78) recently
Chrislapher Redo
was named director of development for
Lamb's Players Theatre in Coronado,
Calif. Christopher returns to San Diego
from Seattle, where he was the chief
executive officer of Municipal Golf of
Seattle, a private nonprofit that operates
the city's public golf courses. Christopher
and his wife , Dawn, celebrated their
fourth wedding anniversary and have a
son, Liam Christian, 18 months.
CLASS CHAIR
Dennis Blair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
William U berti
15660 Southwest 123 rd Avenue
Miami, FL 33 177
CLASS CHAIRS
Randy Klotz
Maureen P halen
CLASS CHAIR
Sam D ove
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Michael Aeling
48 D arlene Street
St. Paul, MN 55119 -4908
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Michael Aaling is a con troller with
Unimax Systems Corp in M inneapolis,
Minn. M ichael and his wife, Ellen
(Oesterle) Aaling '78, have three children

Raberl Cameau entered medical school in
1977, and after training in general

u

an d their oldest son is an Eagle Scout. •..
Wayman Bishap is a r etired colonel from
the.Marine Corps and is cu rrently associate director of executive education for
T he G reenberg H ouse in Washington,
D .C.... James Baane is a principal in
the Carlsbad U nified Schools, where his
elementary school was named the
Distinguished School in 199 7. James
and his w ife, Lauralee (Helson) 8GDne
(M.A. 180), have a son who is attending
P oint Loma Nazarene University.
James is in volved in the men's ministry
leadership program within his church.
Lauralee is a teacher in the Carlsbad
Unified School D istrict and leads a
women's bible study group.... Raphaela
Basca is an independent managin g representative for Excel Communications
since retiring in 1997 from Scripps
H ome H ealth as a utilization review
coordinator, Raphaela also volunteers at
her health maintenance organization and
is supporting her first grandson through
college.... Taresa (Ketchum) Cleveland
and her husband, Ken ny, added a son ,
Colton, to their family in January 1997.
Colton joined his sister, D anica, who is
a senior in high school. Teresa is active
in community Bible study, Mothers of
Preschoolers and the Malibu Republican
Women's Federation. Kenny runs
C leveland & Company, a business management firm .... Cristy DiMartina is a
senior project manager for the Tennessee
Valley Authority, where she is workin g
with the agency's workforce at fossil
plants to prepare for utility deregulation.
... Michael Kanig recently was promoted
to full professor of history at Westfield
State College in Westfield, Mass.
Michael's latest book is Massachusetts
Politics; Selected Historical E ssays, and
he also is editor of the Historical Journal
of Massachusetts. ... Raherl Mann is an
attorney specializing in health care and
corporate law in Boca Raton, Fla.
Robert married his wife, Marion, in
N ovember 1997. ... Julianne (Kahler)
Mulvany works with her husband,
Michael, a veterinarian, in their busjness, All Creatu res H ospital, in Del
Mar, C alif. Julianne and Michael have
three children : Katie, 15, Ryan, 13, and
Matthew, 10.... Charles Reid Jr. has
returned to school to get his teaching
certificate.

Jim llannnsy '71

L.A. STORY

W

at does a buttoned-down banker
with a house in the 'burbs have in
ommon with a screenwriter who
hobnobs on the set with Hollywood glitterati?
In Jim Hennessy's case, everything. For
the past 13 years, the 1971 USO graduate
has served two masters - the world of high
finance as a vice president in a mortgage
banking firm, and the world of high drama
as the co-author of eight motion pictures
and a dozen screenplays.
"Writing is something I always wanted
to do," he says, explaining that mortgage
banking "supports my writing habit."
While Hennessy knew he enjoyed creating characters and dialogue, it wasn't until
he ran into his writing partner, Craig Clyde,
during a chance meeting on a trip that the
pieces fell into place.
The pair began writing screenplays, and
o n the strength of their collaborations, quit
the ir day jobs five years after meeting to
concentrate on writing. The risk was big H ennessy had a mortgage and a new baby
at the time - but with the support of his
wife, Claudia, and an agent who believed in
the ir talent, Hennessy and Clyde landed an
office on the MGM lot in 1986.
"We we re rea l lucky. W e made phenomenal strides really early on," He nnessy
recalls.
They wrote a variety of genres,
rewrote troubled scripts and created entire
screenplays from concepts tossed out by

Hollywood execs. The pair found a niche of
sorts with action-adventure, penning seve ral
low-budget movies in the late 1980s and
early 90s: "Chase," "Blood Games" and
"China O'Brien I & 11."
But Hollywood wasn't exactly a perfect
fit for the young father and financie r, who
traveled each week between his San Diego
home and L.A. office.
"We were fish out of water:• Hennessy
recalls. "W e'd show up to work at 7:30 a.m.,
while everyone e lse would start at, oh,
about 10."
In 1990, Hennessy returned to mortgage banking full time, writing whenever he
could. With the freedom to create their
own stories, the pair concentrated on fanlily-adventure films, writing "The Legend of
Wolf Mountain," starring Mickey Rooney
and Bo Hopkins; "Wind Dancer," featuring
Mel Harris and Brian Keith; " Walking
Thunder:• starring John Denver; and
"Heaven Sent," with Wilford Brimley.
Several of Hennessy's scripts have won
film festival awards, and he is working on his
second novel. As for a return to Hollywood,
Hennessy is hesitant. Banking during the
day and writing at night from his Carmel
Valley home suits him just fine.
" I get Invited occasionally to a party up
there, and sometimes it's kind of fun,"
He nnessy says. "But the people are so different than I'm accustomed to. Be It eve r so
humble, there's no place like home."
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information systems manager for CalWestern R econveyance in El C ajon,
Calif. Robert and his wife, D enise, have
two children: D ylan James, born in June
1996; and H aley A nn, born in
December 1997 . ... Pamala (Harknar)
Chasse is a principal in the Conejo
Valley Unified School D istrict in
Thousand Oaks, Calif. P amela and her
h usband, Lou, have a 7-year-old daughter, Samantha. Pamela writes: " I am
now a cancer survivor and would be
willing to share my story with anyone in
need." ... Erin (McCaha) Gladawski has
spent 15 years with Mervyn 's Department Stores in senior management. Erin
and her husband, Jim, have been married
for l O years and have two boys, Kevin,
7, and Brian, 4 . ... Jaani (Klein) Griggs
is director of admissions for P ritikin
Longevity Center. She has a daughter,
Madison Taylor.... Virginia Haaban is
director of hospice services at H ospice of
Saddleback Valley in Laguna Hills, C alif.
Virginia and her husband, William, have
four married children and are the proud
grandparents of two grandchildren born
in 1998 . ... California Gov. P ete W ilson
appointed Patricia Hunter commissioner
to the California M edical Assistance
C ommission. Patricia, who is also vice
president of Flannery G roup in San
D iego, has a daughter, Samantha. . ..
Mark Ike and his wife, Collette, have
fou r daughters and a son. Mark works in
property management.... Cassandra
(Jupp) lmmink is staying at home these
days raising her children, Olivia, 3, and
Gerrit, 1, with her husband, Keith. ...
Maira (Finnerty) Ireland and her husband, Jim, live in Torrance, Calif. Moira
writes: "The last two years I've bad a
great time with U SD 's Volunteer
Admissions Network." ... James Kaanig
works in commercial real estate and has
five children with hls wife, Becky. ...
Richard C. Kruse, a vice presiden t for
Wells Fargo Bank, is heading a new
business development initiative in bank
branches for a postal and copying service
center with an upscale deli and drycleaners called Wells Fargo Copy & Postal.
Richard and his wife, Ann, live in La
Jolla, Calif.... Andrea Listan and her
husband, James Liston, have a son,
Jared, 15, and a daughter, Jessica, 12.
And rea works for the D ana Administration Center in San Diego. ... Valaria
(McCamas) Palfrey and her husband,

Bradley, recently refurbished their turnof,the,century Victorian home in
Monrovia, Calif. Valerie teaches math,
economics and language arts. Valerie and
Bradley have two daughters, Lauren and
Michelle. Lauren's godmother is Calhy
(Hughes) Hawley and her best friend is
Christie C losson, daughter of Rick
Classon. Michelle's godmother is Gari
(LaChanca) Dillingham. ... Brook■ Palm is
settling into a new house in La Mesa,
Calif., with her husband, Charles.
Brooke is an advertising assistant at the
Family Bargain Corp.... Thar■sa (TuJOy)
Pasta is chairwoman of the Religious
Studies Department at Aquinas High
School in San Bernardino, Calif.
Theresa is married to James Pesta '79
and the couple live in Colton, Calif.
... Sharyl (Ruzicka) Ray, of Upper
Arlington, Ohio, reports that she is disabled now and no longer able to teach.
... Shannan (McNair) Reischl is an office
manager/dental assistant after spending
several years at home with her three
children: Casey, 12, Kendall, 11 and
Kiefer, 7. Shannon and her husband,
Tom, live in San Jose, Calif.... Valaria
Ragnar completed her doctorate in pastoral counseling in May 1998 at the
Claremont School of Theology. Valerie
is currently owner and optician at
Hillcrest Optical in San Diego and offers
a 10 percent discount to USD students,
alumni and staff.... Raad Rohrer Likes to
fly and surf wben he's not doing estate
planning at his law practice in H onolulu,
Hawaii. Reed and his wife, Penny, have
two children, Chris and Jenny....
Richard Sutadja is a dentist in Fremont,
Calif., and bas a son, Andrew, and a
daughter, Emily.... Steven Vasquez is
regional vice president for Primerica
Financial Services. Steven and bis wife,
Debra Ann, bave four children.
Vanessa, 13, Shea, 11, Jacklyn, 9, and
C hristie, S.
I

Island Catholic ChapeL Virginia and her
husband, Franklin, who works for
Lockheed Martin Space and Missiles,
have been married 37 years and have
four children .... Joyce Slnniska-Craig
(M.Ed) began a new job in Fall 1998 as
a learning disabled teacher at Meridian
Junior High School in Kent, Wash.
Prior to her new position, Joyce taught
for six years at College Hospital
in Enceretia, Calif., and acted as vice
principal for eight years at HarborView
C enter/N.P.S. Regency High School in
Long Beach, Calif. Joyce and her husband, Paul, have two children, ages 5
and 13.

CLASS CHAIR
Richard Huver
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Denise Bailey-Jackson
560 West 43rd Street, #23G
New York, NY 10036

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Norma Samaniego
489 Pescado Place
Encinitas, CA 92024
e-mail: norma_samaniego@rkei.com
Jeanetta (Kass) liardan (J.D.) is executive counsel with Peloria Technology
Corp., in Burbank, Calif. Jeanette
writes: " Ideal work and hours, weekend
trips to the mountains, beaches or desert.
off-roading and exploring... "
CLASS CHAIR
Maggie Keller Hawblitzel

Danna (Hall) Skahill teaches second
grade at Dailard Elementary School in
Sao Diego and has two boys, Eric, 12,
and Greg, 10. Donna's husband, Vince
Skahill '83, sells software for the.
lntemet.... Ca1aan (Sylvester) Zamarripa
is in executive sales with Cutler & Buck
in Hidden Hills, Calif. Coleen and her
husband, Steve, have three children:
Lindsey, 9, Ryan, 6 1 and Stephanie, 2.
CLASS CHAIR
Chris Pascale
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Rick Sanchez
1453 West Kesler Lane
Chandler, AZ 85224
e-mail: rsanchez@ionet.net
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CLASS CHAIR
Tim Huckaby

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Katie (O'Roarke) Delano
425 Yale Avenue
Coalinga, CA 93210

n
Catharina (O'Raurke) Delana (M.A. '90)
is a full-time mother homeschooling two
of her four boys. Catherine and her husband, liregary Delana (M.R.E. '86), live
in Coalinga, Calif.... Since completing
his M.A. in Chinese Studies at the
University of Illinois in 1990, Pablo
Mandoza has worked in student affairs at
various universities, including UC
Davis, Eleanor Roosevelt College at
UCSD, and currently as director of the
Office of Multicultural Affairs at the
University of Missouri-Columbia. Pablo
completed his training as a Tao Shih in
1998, and Liv es with his partner of 11
years, Brenda Stalcup, in Columbia, Mo.

~

Virginia (Thayer) Osgood (M.R.E.) may
be retired from religious education, but
she is keeping busy with several volunteer organizations. Virginia is active in
Optimist lnternational1 the San Diego
Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution and the Coronado
Republican Women, and is liturgy coor~
dinator for Naval Air Station North

Freeman E. Ra.bbins Jr. has worked in
Germany since. 1989 as an active and
reserve officer and a civilian in the
automation-communications area.
Freeman's wife, Adrienne (Swanke)
Robbins 'Bl, has worked for the
European Union School in Karlsruhe as
a music teacher. The couple have four
boys and a girl.
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CLASS CHAIR
James Pierik
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Shannon Smith
520 E. 76th St.
No. 12-B
New York, NY 10021
email: shsmith@dlj.com
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Danie Sorianello was recently trans-

CLASS CHAIR

ferred from San Diego to Tucson , Ariz.,
and promoted to supervisory s pecial
agent in the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Agency. Dante is in charge of the
Tucson Narcotics Task Force, which is
composed o{ various federal, state and
local law enforcement officers. Dante
and his wife, Lauretta, live in Tucson.

Jacki (Cepe) Lake

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Joannie (Santoni) McLoughlin
11454 East6dge Place
San Diego, C A 92131
JD RUW
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Elizabeth (Homhrook) Garner is in the
CLASS CHAIR
Philip Welp

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Niamh Foley H oman
14 79 Wild lnslane
Orange Park, FL 32073-7071
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Lisa [Doughty) Wagenhals is president
and CEO of Phoenix -based Performance
Plus Nutritional, a nutritionaJ product
line. Lisa and ber husband, Fred, have a
20-month-old son, Connor.... Lawrence
Schram was recently promoted to western regional financiaJ service wholesaler
responsible for the sales efforts of 150
registered representatives of Nationwide
Investment Services Corp. in San Diego.
... Patrick Styles is stationed at Camp
Pendleton Marine Corps Base in
Oceanside, Calif., and works as a system
administrator and information systems
manager. Patrick was married in 1990 to
Gemma Conine and received his master's
degree in American Literature in 1992
from UCSD. H e is currently working
toward an M.B.A. at National University and should graduate in April.

TAKE A RIDE
ON THE
INFORMATION
SUPERHIGHWAY
You c.an ,.,od vour clas, norc~ and
.address npdatC5 to USO'• Office
of Alumni Relations throul(h th<'
lnt,•rn<:t. Our e-mnil ad.ir<.'ss is:
alumni@acusd.,i.du

final phases of finishing her doctorate in
agricultural and resource economics at
Colorado State University, where she
works as an economist for Cooperative
Extension. Elizabeth and her husband,
Greg, had their first baby, Taylor Elaine,
on D ec. 4, 1997. When they have free
time, Elizabeth and Greg go fishing and
work on remodeling their 1906 home in
D enver.... Gary A. Gotham recently participated in a multinational exercise
while on a six-month deployment to the
Mediterranean Sea and Arabian Gulf
aboard the guided missile cruiser USS
Cape St. Geotge. Gary is a lieutenant
and joined the Navy in 1981. ... Laura
(Herz) Hall transferred to North Carolina
from Washington. Laura and her husband, Gilbert, recently had their second
child, Hannah Isabelle.... Scott Muray
was promoted to partner in August at
the professional services firm of Ernst &
Young LLP in Chicago. Scott is the
C hicago-based area director for the com,
pany's midwest reaJ estate information
technology practice. Scott and his wife,
Francine, have three children: Kailey, 5,
Marissa, 3 , and Shane, 2 months....
Carol Russell-Dllff (M.Ed. '90) is a fulltime mother of four children. Carol and
her husband, Paul Dllff 'BB, live in San
Diego.

a u1/far Rcvmn Cabbalin
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CLASS CHAIR
Tom Gorman

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Colleen Blackmore Pappas
6910 Blue Orchid Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009
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Lisa Anderson-Pigeon recently celebrated the birth of a daughter, Faith
Elizabeth, who joins brother Dylan, 1 I.
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Lisa is teaching third grade on a shared
contract in the Poway Unified School
District. Lisa's husband, Ray Pigeon 'BB,
recently finished bis internal medicine
residency at Mercy H ospital-Hillcrest
and has accepted a position as chief resident next yea r.... DeAnn HDee Dee•
Angel has been selling new homes in San
Diego the past eight yea rs and teports
the market is "bot!" D ee Dee owns a
home in Sabre Springs, has been traveJing, but misses her "USD buddies:
Mary, Spence and Phil 'Wh elpie' " ...
Linn Bekins lives in Los Gatos, Calif.,
and is finishing a doctorate in rhetoric
and composition. L inn works as a communications cons ultant.... Nasser
Beydoun (M.B.A. '92) is president of
BSI in San Diego, pursuing a career as a
turn-around specialist, ... Jana Bradley
is a registered investment advisor in private practice in Irvine, Calif. Jana also is
treasurer of the lnternational
Association of Financial Planners and a
youth group leader.•.. Susan (Youmans)
Brack is moving to Bahrain for two
years with her husband, Lt. Tony
Brock, an intelligence officer to Special
Operations Command, Central Command. Susan and Tony welcomed Deidre
Elizabeth on March 12, 1997, and
have another child, Connor Vincent.
Susan asks folks to stay in touch at
SusanNTony@aol.com.... Deborah
(Yoakum) Brooks is an accountant with
Catalina Offshore Products in San
Diego, and bas a son, Nicholas, 3, with
her husband, Sidney.... Karen CadieroKaplan is an English as a second language instructor at Grossmont College
and adjunct faculty in teacher education
at SDSU. Karen , who received her master's degree in 1992 from SD SU, is pursuing a doctorate in education through
SDSU and Claremont Graduate
University. Karen and her husband,
Roger, live in San Diego...• Jenniler
(Green) Carter and her husband, Phil,
have a daughter, Christina, 2 .... Patrick
Casinelli is a large-group saJes manager
with Humana in Cleveland, Ohio.
Patrick and his wife, Diane, have a 3year-old son, Sam, and are building a
new home ...• Lauren (Azevedo) Deneroff
is a medical sales representative for
Westwood-Squibb. Lauren married Eric
in April 1997 and is a volunteer in the
Children's H ospital Auxiliary-Carmel
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Valley U n it and a Point Loma High
A lumn i Board member. ... T he R ev.
Jaime Escobedo is associate pastor of
H oly Trinity C hurch in El Cajon after
working for three years at the St. Francis
Seminary on the USD campus.... Paul
Fay is executive vice president of the
Community Bank of G rafton in
Wisconsin. Paul is married to Lari
(Lukas) Fay (M.S.N. '89) and the couple
have two children, Madeline, 4, and
Jack, I. ... Slaven Glynn was married
A pril 13, 1997, to Susan. Steven is the
owner of G lobal Money Solutions in
Seattle, Wash . ... Paul Galfradsan is a
controller at Tternon Communications,
lnc., and has two children, Amberlee,
10, and Samantha, 5, with his wife,
Kim.... Michael Grant entered the
M.B.A . program at Tulane U niversity in
the fall. M ichael and h is wife, Lita
Marie, live in Metairie, La .... Hally
(Coonrad) Gralpais lives in Issaquah,
Wash., down the street from fellow alum
Claudia (Hornig) Laina. H olly is a fulltime mom raising A nais, 2 . ... Branda
(Gabby) Griffith is raising three children,
Eden, 7, Jeremiah , 4, and Grace, 2, with
her husband, Greg. ... Marcia (Haarr)
Greene is working toward her teaching
credential and is ready to return to work
now that her three children are in school
full time. Marcia and her husband,
Stephan Greene '86, live in Elk G rove,
Calif. ... Janina (Lawlor) Hembree is an
attorney at H embree & H embree in
Stilwell, Okla. Jenine and her husband,
Todd, have two children, Jessica, 4, and
Amy, 2 .... Francis (Marking) Hickman is
a family nurse practitioner at a small
rural clinic in Burney, Calif. Francis,
who received her master's in nursing
from the U niversity of Texas in 1994,
reports that she and h er husband,
Robert, are "almost done raising kids."
... Patricia (Humiston) Harlan is a scientific assistant in the Molecular Biology
D epartment of the Scripps R esearch
Institute, working on anti-can cer and
anti-HIV drugs. Patricia married
Anthony on Dec. 14, 1996.... Matthew
Huarla works for the San ta Fe Trading
Co., in A naheim, C alif., and has two
boys, Zachary, 2, and Luke, 1, with his
wife, H eather.... Kalley Jawell owns a
fitness center for children in Rancho
Bernardo called My Gym C hildren's
Fitness Center, which has tumbling class-
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FOLLOWING IN THEIR FOOTSTEPS
honda and George Oste rtag love the
outdoors and want to share their
hiking and backpacking experiences
with as many people as possible. Yet they
rarely take friends or family on their three•
week treks.
"We wake at first light and keep a fast
pace," says Rhonda, a 1983 M.B.A. grad from
USD's School of Business Administration.
"We're pretty hardcore."
Instead, the couple share their hobby
by penning guidebooks to help outdoor
enthusiasts follow In their footste ps albeit at a m o re reasonable pace. The
Ostertags' IO tides include books that
detail hikes In Oregon, map a scenic drive In
Pennsylvania and guide visitors through the
state parks of California.
What started as a way to escape the
tumult of the city while attending school In
San Diego turned Into a full-fledged caree r
for Rhonda, who writes the guidebooks, and
George, who Is the principal photographer
and cartographer for each volume.
When they moved to Oregon after
graduating - George also earned an H .BA.
from USO in 1983 - the couple decided
exploring the local mountains was a good
'W'llt'f to learn about their new home state.
They started hiking the Coast Range and
Siskiyous, but found very little Information
on tralls within the range.
That's when George and Rhonda's busl•
ness acumen kicked in. They researched
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publis hers, drafted a book proposal and
soon got the go-ahead for a guidebook
titled 50 Hikes In Oregon's Coast Range and
Slsklyaus.

"When the proposal came back a 'yes'
my heart w as beating so fast," says Rhonda,
who earned a bachelor's degree in English
from Montana State Unive rsity, Billings. " I
thought, 'Now what am I going to do? I've
neve r written anything that big.' "
Each book requires four to six months
of research. The couple hike in three-week
increments, shooting photos and filling
notebooks with observations and sketches.
The y return home briefly to Keizer, Ore., t o
restock supplies and then head back out
into the une xplored wilde rness.
When the research is complete ,
Rhonda sits down to their home computer.
George often takes a part-time job in the
budget office for the stat e of Oregon t o
bring in extra cash and then spends the
remainde r of the work week creating maps
for the latest book.
Writing outdoor guidebooks is not as
lucrative as pe nning a bestseller o r pumping
out mys tery novels, but for the Oste rtags,
there is security in knowing they always
have something t o fall back on.
"An M.B.A . is nice to have in your back
pocke t," Rhonda says. "We don't feel like
we' ll be left out there hanging if t he book
work stops."

es for toddlers and gymnastics for older
children .... Suzanne Ventimiglia Kelly
(M.S. '96 ) is a career counselor at USO
Career Services and ber husband, John
"Jack" Kelly '87, is a district manager for
Ceridian Employer Services in Mission
Valley. The couple recently bought a
home in San Diego...• Lucille Kanjer
Larsan works in pediatric private practice in Carson, Calif. Lucille married
Capt, Trent Larson, USAF, on July 20,
1996.... David Laust■au is a deputy city
attorney with the San Diego City
Attorney's Office. He reports he -is
studying classical piano and has started a
new business ...• David Maignt recently
returned to San Francisco from
Germany, Switzerland and France M
chief financial officer selling the patent
pending for puf!Avagear Inc., an
avalanche safety system company....
Julia Anna (Wall) Marquis is an associate
attorney with a San Francisco law {inn.
Julie and heT husband, Jeffrey, are house
hunting in Marin County.... Mary
(Kaplan) Manasich lives in Las Vegas,
Nev., with her husband, Gregory, and
bas two sons, Timmy, 5, and Tyler, 3 .
... Andnw Matt is a buyer for ProSource in Coral Gables, Fla .... Mary
(Stall■nwerk) Matth■san is a business
/software analyst in Norfolk, Va., and is
an active eucharistic minister/lector at
her parish. Mary's husband, George
"Shep'' Matthesen, has been promoted to
lie utenant commander in the Navy and
bas been selected for commanding officer.... Nancy (Dages) McCaha is writing
curriculum and raising three children
after teaching middle school in the
Poway Unified School District for 10
years.... Jam■s D. Mellos Ill received his
law degree from Thomas Jefferson
School of Law in 1994 and a master's
degree in taxation from National
U niversity in 1997. James recently
received his competent Toastmaster's
from Voyagers Toastmaster in Old Town
and is first vice president of AHEPA,
vice president of Referral Exchange of
San Diego, board member for the
Mission Hills Business Association, and
a member of the Greater San Diego
Chamber of Commerce.... lnsa Maalla_r
received her master's of international
management from Thunderbird-AGSlM
in Arizona, and recently moved back to
Germany and started her own golf

school/pro shop business with her £iance,
Jay Graham . ... Erik P■t■rsan and his
wife, Leslie, h ave a 2-year-old daughter,
Page, and recently moved to Bass Lake,
Calif., to enjoy the mountains. Erik is a
seventh and eighth grade teacher and
also coaches high school football at
Yosemite High School in Oakhurst,
Calif.... Nancy (Casillas) Pilling recently
left her job as a certi.fied public accountant to work as a consultant and raise
her two children, Francesco Nicolas,
2, and Andres Benjamin, 1. Nancy is
married to Martin Pilling '88, director
of financial reporting at E*Trade
Corporation in Palo Alto, Calif....
Rafael Pineda is playing guitar, singing
and writing son gs in a San Diego band
called CeUoHead. Rafael writes that he
is looking for a ''really, really good bass
player that can groove with guys that
play original Spanish rock." ... Barbara
(Gutsmiedl) Rende is vice president of
operations for Automated Telecom in
Palm D esert, Calif., where she recently
built a new home with her husband,
Craig, who is with the Highway Patrol.
... Shawn Razaian of Las Vegas, Nev.,
writes: " I'm still right, bright and out of
sight. I'm also looking for Lionel
DeMorst. Jus t drop me a lioe to let me
know what's up (ejohn97103@aol.com)."
... Danna (Lumia) RuHer is a partner with
the San Francisco law firm of Curiale
Dellaverson in San Francisco, specializ,
ing in employment law. Donna and h er
husband, Tom, have a daughter, Justine,
15 months.... Alice (BarreH) Schlesier
has been traveling the western United
States in her new position as regional
manager of prepress software for
DK& A , lnc. Alice's husband, Ed
Schlesier '89, is in his second year of
law school at USO and works as a
project manager at Law/Crandall, Inc.
... Harman Slaught is a sales executive
with HBO & Company in San
Francisco. Norman and his wife, mnria
(Raminz) Slaught '90, recently moved
into the Montclair District of the
Oakland Hills.... Patricia (Puchliauer)
Smith is a medical writer for H ealthwise,
Inc., in Boise, Idaho. Patricia married
Trenton Smith on Oct. 4, 1997 .... Dana
(Schuler) Steer is on chj(d care leave
from teaching in the Long Beach
Unified School District to rake care of
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two sets of twin boys, Connor and Tyler,
2, and Spencer and Trevor, 6 months....
Susanna [Thiebach) Tumar and her husband, Walter, have two boys: Michael, 4,
and Matthew, 2 .... Jm nilar (Church)
Ustin recently returned from a trip to
Kauai with her husband, Nick, and are
about to purchase their first home.
Jennifer is an office manager with
United Agribusiness League in Santa
Maria, Calif.... Bemd Valtingojer completed his first year as chief financia.l
officer of Allianz Mexico CompaiHa de
Seguros, the 1 2th largest insurer in
Mexico. Bernd received his master's of
international business from Thunderbird-AGSlM in 1996, ... Mark Wdliams
is a cargo manager for sLx airlines in
Ontario, Calif. H e writes that he is
doing nothing other than working too
much . ... Anna Williams is a family
nurse practitioner in the C hronic Care
Clinic at Mercy H ospital. Anne returned
to USO in 1993, receiving her M.S.N.
in 1997. Anne and h er husband, James,
have a 3-year-old daughter, Caitlin
Elizabeth••.. Manica [Farrast) Wissuchek
is a Title 1 reading specialist in the
Corning/Painted P ost School District in
New York, Monica and her husband,
Donald, have been settin g up small
Christian communities in their parish,
The couple has a 22-mcin th-old daughter, Elaine.... Cynthia (Marvin) Yang is a
project manager and planning assistant at
Torrey Pines R esearch. Cynthia and her
husband, H oward, taught at a university
in X ian, C hina, from 1995 to 1997.
Cynthia taught buslne~s and writing and
H oward was a guest professor in the aircraft engineering department. "What a
big adventure! God taught us a lot abou t
patience,'' she writes.
11\1
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Conni (Campbell) Cintas (M.Ed.) is working toward administrative credentials and
is currently in the administrative intern
program in the Encinitas Unified School
District. She is married to Nathan and
has three children .... Mark Dund111
(M.A.) received a federal appointment
to chair the Financial Institutions
Department of the Treasury Bureau of
Debt (U .S. Savings Bond Division).
Mark currently is a national partner in
tax and legal with Buck Consultants in
Los Angeles .... Jam■s nlhning (M.A)
received a doctorate in public policy

from Virginia Tech in 1997. James is
a manageme nt consultant with Booz,
Allen & H amilto n in Virginia. James
and his wife, Alexandra, have two children, Natalie, 3, and Garrett, 1. ..•
Jeannine (Botta) Guth (J.D.) recently
completed a year in the Pe nnsylvania
Bar Association Leadership institute
pilot program. Jeannine is married to
David, a teacher at Cranberry High
School. The couple have three children:
Rachel, 11, Elizabe th, 9, and Kathe rine,

7 . ... Karan L. Gleason Huss (J.D.)
was appointed to the C ity of Carlsbad
Library Board of Trustees for a threeyear te rm. Karen says s he is excited
about helping C arls bad build its stateof-the-art library and taking the Ubrary
distri.c t into the 2 1st century.... Daniel
Kaalmeas (M.8.A.) is president of DNE
Funding Group, wnich buys furure
income streams.... Lisa (Garner) Mallary
(M.Ed.) is a third grade teacher at the
Rolling Hills Elementary School in
Poway, Calif. Lisa and her busband,
P atrick, have two sons, Ryan, 5,
and Michael, 2.... Valarie Johnson
Maslravich (M.B.A.) is business manager of her husband, Charles', Escondido,
Calif., dental office, where s he recentl y
managed all aspects of a move and
re model for the business. The couple
have two daughte rs: Morgan Alicia, 4 ,
and Sydney Clarisse, 15 months ....
Lynna (Shaughnessy) Medsker (M.Ed.)
is assistant dean of administratio n at
N ewbury College in Brookline, Mass.
Lynne bas been married for two years
to S teven and recently visited the USO
campus for the Natio nal College Fair.
"The campus looks beautiful," Lynne
writes.•.. Aimee (.Madvay) Squires
(M.A.) received her maste r's of publichealth in epidemiology and biostatistics
from Loma Linda U niversity in 1998.
Aimee and her husband, Kendall, live in
Bonita, Calif.
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Jahn Abball is an edito rial assistant at
the San Diego Reader and started a
record label in 1998, Rhythmican
R ecords, focusing on instrumental
acoustic music.... William Bargar is a
radiology resident at the Unive rsity of
Arizona Health Sciences Center in
Tucson, Ariz. W illiam graduated from
Georgetown Unive rsity with a medical
degree in May 1995 and interned at
Good Samaritan Hospital in Phoenix.
William and his wife, Laura, have a
daughte r, La uren Elizabeth, 1. .. , Paula
(.Mascari) Ball is a sports writer with the
San Diego Union-Tribune. Paula a nd her
husband, Jason, have a daughter,
Vic to ria Joy, I •••. Lt. William Brawn is
stationed in Monterey, Calif., a nd is a
student in the Naval Pos tgraduate
School working on a mas ter's in ope rational logistics, William's wife, Lisa
(Gurash) Brown '93, is a fifth grade
teache r at Junipero Serra School at the
Carmel Miss ion.... Alison Buder is a
stay-at-home mom with three children in
Corpus Christi, Texas, where her husband, Bruce, is commanding officer of
VT-27 at NAS Corpus C hris ti, ...
Annelle (Roy) Davis is a stay-at-home
mom with two children , Andrew and
A llison, who keep her busy. Annette
married Michael Davis '85 and the couple live in La Quinta, Calif., where
Annette is a member of var1ous community service groups that support child
development activities.... Mercedes
Doblada~Hansan is vice president/owner
of Apple Electric, Inc., in Las Vegas,
Nev. Me rcedes and he r husband, Carl,
were planning a move to Fargo, N.D.,
in September. ... Tadd Dupay is general
manager of MJDesigns in Coppell,
Texas. Todd married Rabin (Brown)
Dupay '91, a nd the couple have a daughter, Alexandra Anne, 2 .... Kimberly
(Kally) Franklin is an assistant vice president with IndyMac, lnc. in Pasadena,
Calif. Kimberly and her husband, Neil,
have a son, Garrett Michael, 4- ...
Richard Hall is completing a gastroenterology fellows hip at the U niversity of
Arizona Medical Cente r in Tucson,
where he lives with his wife, Kimberly.
... Kevin Isola is a retail broker manager
for New England for the Dial Corp.
Kevin and his wife, Eileen, a media rela-
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tions consultant, r ecently purchased a
new home wbere they live with their
Lab rado r retriever. ... Linda Krippnar is
completing her doctorate in psychology
aod Livi,ng in South Pasade na, Calif.
... P. Kathleen Lavin started her own
personal training business, First In
Training, and works o ut of gyms in Dana
Point and Laguna Beach. Patricia is certified in spine rehabilitation , personal
training and spin instruction.... Donald
Macinnes was promoted to district manager of Rollins Leasing Corp., in D e troit,
Mi.c h. Donald and his wife, Mary
(.McKean) Macinnes, have two children:
RJ, 5, and Sarah, 2 .... Rita Marinahla
was granted tenure at CSU Sacramento
in September 1998 and is busy raising
two daughters, Elena 8, and Julia, 5,
who m s he adopted as infants from
Mexico. ... Manual Martinez recently
purchased a second home in Rancho D el
R ey in Chula Vista with bis wife, Maria.
The couple's youngest son, Jozhue,
started kindergarten and their oldest,
Sebas tian, is in second grade. Manuel is
a sales rep with UST lnc ...• Danial
Mallara is a te nnis teaching professional
at a club in Torrance, Calif., and is pursing an acting career full time .... Hai
Nguyan graduated from the USC Dental
School in 1994 and now resides in Los
Angeles.... Julia (.McDonnell) Olivar and
he r husband., Peter Olivar '88, have two
children: Clay, 4, and Cole, 2. The cou•
ple live in Boise, Idaho.... Rosa Pineda
is the coordinator of volunteers/ gift
s hop at Scripps Memorial H ospital in
Chula Vista, where she bought he r second home in January 1998••.. Natasha
(Ellis) Ruess and her h usband, Brian,
have two c hildren, Adam, 3, and
Tatiana, 2. Natasha is a travel coordinator in Beaverton, Ore. ... Mary
(Kuabalheck) Smith is a third grade
teache r and independent business owner
in Yorba Linda, Calif. Mary and her hu.sba nd, Burke, have two boys, ages 2 and
5, and recently purchased a new home.
... Rahart Sylvia spent seven years on
active duty in the U.S. Navy before
wo rking as a c hief che mist a t TXl
Riverside Cement in Oro Grande, Calif.
R obert married Sylvia Poindexter in
1994 and completed a master's degree in
management in December 1996 •...
Monica Cauduriar V■ntura is a free-lance
marke t research consultant. Monica and

her husband, Luis Ventura '91, bad their
first child, a daughter, in May 1997 ....
Rick Watars pursued a master of health
professions in Texas after a medical
retirement from the U.S. Navy. Rick
married Hetta Kate Huckaba on June 6,
1998, and is currently employed by the
Texas Department of Human Services
developing and testing software .... Kelly
(Collins) Wasseln (M.B.A. '96) is a marketing product availability manager with
Hewlett Packard. l<elly is married to
Micheal ScaH Wesseln '87 and the couple live in Carmel Cou ntry Highlands.
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Jael Bryant (J.D.) made partner in April
at Perkins & Miltner in Sao Diego,
where he specializes in elder abuse litigation.... Helan (Kajfasz) Hirschi (J.D.) is
an attorney and administrative hearing
officer with the Washington County
Child Support Enforcement Agency in
Marietta, Ohio. Helen also is a part-time
business law teacher at Washington
State Community College and bas a 2year-old son with her husband Dean, ...
Stephan Lipkin (J.D.) recently left litigation to pursue a career in commercial
real estate with Yale P roperties, USA....
Robert E. Melliaume (M.A.) received his
doctorate in history from the University
of Southern California in 1996....
Kalhlaen Rager (J.D.) is working for
Kolod, Wager & Gordon in Santa Ana,
Calif., after spending several years in
Paris .... Kevin Raya (J.D.) is an attorney
specializing in insu rance defense and
personal injury with Even, Crandall,
Wade, Lowe & Gates in San Diego.
Kevin's wife, Kathleen, is a partner with.
Ashworth, Blanchet & Raya specializing
in family law. The couple have a daughter, Katie, born April 22, 1997....
Dabra (Weber) Reilly (J.D.) became partner at Murtaugh, Miller, Meyer and
Nelson in Irvine, Calif., io January
1998. Debra and her husband, Mike,
have two daughters: Amanda, 4, and
Julia, 18 months. They recently moved
from Orange County to Carlsbad, Calif.
... Christine Robinsan (M.A.) \vorks in
senior behavioral health at UCSD
Medical Center. Christine is in graduate
school at Cal State Dominguez Hills getting a master's degree in nursing and a
family nurse practitioner's certificate....
Julia Ragawska (J.D./M.A.) is managing
attorney of the commercial litigation and

immigration departments at Pepper,
Gordon, Breen & Weinberg in
Philadelphia. Julia also plans to teach
immigration law at Pierce College. Julia
and her husband, Tamas Simon, have
identical twin daughters born Feb. 14,
1997.
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Charlas Acasta started Churchill
Evaluation Centers in September 1995,
which provides functional testing and
evaluation services for the medical community and has seven centers throughout Texas. After traveling among several
Texas cities setting up centers, Charles
has returned to the Dallas,Ft.Worth
area, home of the corporate office....
Jahn Carrieri is CEO of Lost Reality
Studios, where he says he is "creating
the best Web sites on the Net." ...
Kathleen (Murphy) Creamar, an elementary teacher in Indiana, bas been traveling with husband, Tom, to Washington,
D.C., New York and Los Angeles.
Kathleen reports that the couple is playing "proud aunt and uncle" to her older
sister's (Bridget Murphy Hurst '89) two
daughters, and they just returned from
her younger sister's (Callaen Murphy
Habbs '94) wedding in San Diego.
Kathleen is acting as director of her
church day camp, which has tripled in
size since she started it last yeac.... Art
La Flamma is currently assigned to support the 2nd Brigade Combat Team of
the 1st Infantry Division in Schweinfurt, Germany. Art manages the maintenance for more than 4,000 pieces of military equipment and has 150 mechanics
working for him in three countries,
including Macedonia.... Kristin San
Martin, a certified public accountant
with Bruno, Mack & Barclay in San
Diego, graduated from USD's M.B.A.
program in May 1998.
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Kellie (.Lagsdan) Ackennan, an office
manager at Koll Development Co., spent
September and October traveling to
Europe. Kellie writes that she and hus,
band Todd spend their free time on their
boat at their second home in the
Adirondack Mountains .... Michaal Allen
made partner at Rowe & Allen in July
1998. Michael married Mercedes
Sanchez on Oct. 181 1997.... Alisan
(Parmley) Anthany is a family nurse practitionet' in Pacific Beach. Alison and her
husband, Jay, have one child .... Edward
Bahny, who received his law degree in
I.996 from Loyola Law School, was
accepted into the State Bar of California
in December 1996. ... Sandi Ciampa
recently received her M.B.A. with a
major in entrepreneurship from the
University of Colorado. Sandi took a job
with a start-up software firm as a prod,
uct manager in Boulder, Colo., where
she is getting ready for mountain bike
racing season and climbing 14,000-foot
peaks.... Cecilia Garcia Crary received a
master's degree in career development
counseling in January 1998 from
National University. Cecilia is a career
counselor/bilingual English as a second
language counselor at Monterey
Peninsu la College and lives in
Prunedale, Calif., with her husband,
Michael. ... Christapher Daniel returned
in 1996 from the Peace Corps in
Cameroon, Africa, to finish his master's
degree in environmental policy from the
Monterey Institute of International
Studies. Christopher left for Haiti in
August 1998 to become an assistant
field director of Catholic Relief Services.
... Kim (Christapharsan) Dacker writes:
"Dan and l still find ourselves in St.
Louis, Mo. 1 (of all places) and are living
very active lives with our two boys,
Ryan, 4 , and Kyle, 2. We cherish our
trips to San Diego now, beautiful weather!" ... Gerald Dam is working on a master's of law in taxation at the Washington
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Schoo.I of Law. Gerald, who received hi
law degree from California Western
School of Law in 1995, practices estate
planning, asset protection planning and
planning for closely held businesses in
Reno, Nev.... Jacqueline [Ouiraga)
Duncan is a quality -assurance coordinator with Gillette Company in Chicago.
Jacqueline and her husband, Robert,
bave a son, Brett, 2..•. Candaca
(Browning) Easterling is a human
resources assistant at Palomar Medical
Center and has two sons, Gabriel, 6 1
and Dominic, 7• •.. Eric England is a
free-lance photographer in Denver, Colo.
... Walliam Facklar Jr. works for
Destination Resorts Management in
Vail, Colo. He has a son, Jason, 9, and a
daughter, Carly, 7 .... Zoe Farrell is an
agent at Creative Artists Agency in Los
Angeles .... Kathlaen Herren is a homemaker and mother raising son, Joshua,
born Thanksgiving morning in 1996.
Kathleen and her husband, William, live
in Simi Valley, CaliL ... Tari (GuerreHe)
Hallman recently completed additional
classes for the CPA exam, which she
planned to take in November. Teri h as
worked for nearly four years at an
accounting firm in Maryland, where he
lives with her husband John .... Jill
Johnson is working on passing the
California State Bar exam .... The Re .
Fl-ank Kalaliat received his master of arts
in church history in 1995 - the same
year he was ordained - from Sac red
Heart Major Seminary in Detroit, Mich.
Frank currently serves at Mother of God
Church in Southfield, Mich .... Scalt
Kawall is an administrator for ITT
Technical Institute in Illinois. Scott and
his wife, Kimberly, have a daughter,
Ashley, 3 .... James Kean (M.B.A. '98)
is a corporate sales manager with
American Expre • James and his wife,
Katie [Martin) Ke■n have a son, Ryan
James, 2 ••.. Carrie Knaager has returned
to chool full time to pursue a master's
in educationa1 technology at Harvard
Graduate School of Education.... Brandy
(Smith) Lewis is a senior quality assurance as ·ociate at Agouron Pharmaceuticals in La Jolla, Calif. Brandy's
husband, Alan Lewis '92, is a project
111anager with a Web consulting company.... Gregary Libby is a property manager in La Jolla, Calif. Gregory and his
wife, Terianne, have a son, Ryan, 2 .. ..
Jaffrey Malone is a naval flight officer in

Pen acola, Fla. Jeffrey and his wife,
Charmaine, have a daughter, K yrs ten
Elise, ... David Mciver is an account
manager with Coca Cola Enterprises in
San Diego. David and bis wife, Mary
liraca [Festa) MclYIIJ' '86, have two sons:
Anthony, 6, and Matthew, 3 ....
Stephanie Dbarla has been a seventh
grade math teacher at Francis Parker
Middle School in San Diego for the pa t
five years and is co-editor of the school'
yearbook .•.. Joseph D'Raurka Jr.
acquired a wholesale electronics busine s
in March 1995 in Carrollton, Texas, and
ha grown the business to $24 million in
annual sales. Joseph opened a third location in November 1997 .... Emilia
Oswald spent two years teaching elementary school in Baton Rouge, La., as part
of the Teach For America program.
Emilie is working on her master's degree
in social work at Boston College and
reports she is godmother to Hannah
Story Brown, daughter of Kirn and Eric
Brawn '92. ... Catharine (Gulley)
Pattangill received her medical degree
from the University of Nevada School of
Medicine and currently works in the
Department of Reproductive Medicine at
the UCSD Medical Center. Catherine's
husband, Darby (Peter) Patlengill '92,
has started a business, Pattengill
Finishes, which does artistic finishes ....
Kelly (Murphy) Riaka has left accounting
to be a full-time mom to Boyd, 2, and
Abigail, 6 months, Kelly is married to
RheH Rieke '91 and lives in Kalispell,
Mont.... Kristin (lngraa) Ruda re.cently
moved to Carmel Del Mar, Calif., and
finished her master's degree in education
and multicultural and in tructional leadership from National University. Kristin
teaches sixth grade at Ashley Falls
Elementary and recently celebrated her
two-year wedding anniversary with husband, Roger . ... Dominique ScaH married
h.is wife, Donna, the day after graduating
from the four-year chiropractic program
at Life University in Washington, D.C.
After spending two years externing at an
Orange County practice, Dominique and
Donna opened their own practice, Life
Chiropractic of the South Bay, in
Augu t 1998 in Manhattan Beach, Calif.
... Chris Spence was recently elected second vice president of the Sao Diego
Chiropractic Association and honoreJ
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with the New Chiropractor Doctor of
the Year award for an Diego County.
Chris and his wife, Suzanne, have a chi,
ropractic practice together in Mission
Valley. ... Kimberlee (Moravick) Spiny
(M.A. '93) recently returned from the
Yucatan Peninsula a.1.1d Honduras.
Kimberlee has been managing university
finances and teaching undergraduate and
graduate iotematiooal business at the
University of Phoenix in Sacramento,
Calif., where she lives with her husband,
Robert.•.• '11aamas Stein Jr. is a enior at
Creighton Medical School, .•. Serie (Eda)
Stalasz is an academic adviser at Bryant
College in Smithfield, R.I., and was
recently re-elected as a member of the
board of directors, Girl Scouts of Rhode
Island .... Wendy Wihbels (M.B.A. '94)
was recently promoted to national
account manager for Premier Radio
etworlcs selling national radio programs
like Rush Limbaugh, Dr. Laura
Schlessinger, Jim Rome and Michael
Rea.ga n.

Sharia [Johnson) Altomare (M.A.) is a
full-time mother raising her daughter,
Carla Marie, born April 10, 1997.
Sharie and h er husband, Jahn Altomare
(J.D. '91) 1 relo ated to San Diego from
Indianapolis in March 1998 .... Basha
Gordan (M.S.N.) has been working in a
school-based health clinic program in
Albuquerque, .M., through the
University of New Mexico for five years.
Bosha also teaches in the primary care
program College of Nursing at the
University of New Mexico .... Bavarly
(Kauffman) Kalasky (J.D.) practiced law
for six years in the area of civil litigation and family law in San Diego.
Beverly and her husband, Thomas,
moved in October to New Jersey, where
she will stay at home with sons Austin
and Andrew.... Ann (Casea) Kalter (J.D.)
is currently staying at home with her
two childreo, a 3-year-old daughter and
a 7-month,old son. Ann and her husband, David, live in San D iego .... Rear
Admiral Kathlaen (Lausch■) Martin
(M.S.N.) js inspector general and director of the Navy Nur e Corp in Washington, D.C. Kathleen i married to
Capt. Walt Martin and the couple live in
Oakton, Va .... Rad Matheson (Ed.D.) is
a principal at St. John' lntemationaJ
School in Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada, and also serves as adj unct faculty at SDSU's International Leadership
Program. R od is married to Alyson
C rowette.... Laura Olsen (M.B.A.)
changed careers from business to teaching so she could stay at home part of the
week with her daughters, Rachel, 3, and
Angela, 1. Laura substitute teaches in
the Poway Unified School District and
lives in San Diego with husband, Karl.
... Jilian Rubin (J.D.) has a full-time
practice as a ju.ry consultant and also
teac hes for Inns of Court and N.I.T.A.
... Bath Silvannan (J.D.) has begun her
fifth year with the Los Angeles County
District Attorney's Office as a criminal
prosecutor.

99:31
CLASS CHAIR
H oussam Aboukhater
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
H ays (F raim) P adrnos
9832 C rystallo Court
Parker, CO 80134

DERGRADUAl'E ALUMHI
Jaffray Ertwina moved to South
Carolina in December 1997 to join his
first Marine fighter squadron to fly the
FA-18. Jeffrey and his wife, Meeghan,
have a child, Colby Mclntyer, born in
July 1998.... Raad Faza writes: " I've
been worki ng very hard and I would like
to send my best regards to all the faculty
and the members of U SD.'' Raed and his
wife, Rajwa (Dina) Faza '95, live in
A mman, Jordan.... Raman Jacquas is in
internal works at Mexicana Airlines in
Mexico City.... Thomas Kaagan is an
auditor with Cubic Corp., in San Diego.
Tom's wife, Jannilar (Handrickar)
Kaagan '97, is a staff accountant with
Sempra Energy.... Mishalla Cruz-Patty
Scragg received her master's degree in
education from the University of G uam
in June 1997. Mishelle and her husband,
Tony, have a son, Anthony, born on Jul y
27, 1997 .... Pater Thompson works in
brokerage trading at A merican Express
in Chanhassem, Minn., and is working
on a master's in business administration
at the University of St. Thomas in
Minneapolis. P eter and his wife, Jodi,
rece ntly moved into a new house....
Matthew Young received his law degree
from Thomas Jefferson School of Law in

............ ,,11

FROM KEYBOARDS TD KEYPADS
obbi Hammack '95 sits at her desk
and demonstrates how easy it is to be
In control. Pressing a few icons on a
video touch Kreen, she whips through a
multimedia system that runs everything
from basics like a CD player and a VCR to
the most complex Interactions between
lighting systems, sound levels, projectors
and monitors.
As co-owner of Hammack Audio Video
Solutions, Hammack creates multimedia
systems that make people the master of
their own electronic universe. She designs
and programs audio/video systems In corporate l>oant rooms, home theaters, nightclubs and government facilities. It all looks
very simple.
Then Hammack turns to her computer
and pulls up the code that ties the system
together, and It's clear why she needs her
degree In electrical engineering.
''There's so much going on at one time
with these systems, and we have to anticipate what the customer Is going to do," she
says. "Our clients are always pushing the
envelope."
But Hammack Is used to giving people
what they want. She launched a music
career right out of high school, and sang
and played keyboants for different rock
bands over a I0-year span. When she hung
up her microphone and returned to college,
Hammack picked classes that would help
her combine two things she enjoyed, music
and computer Kience.
" I found I liked the computers better, "
she says. "Contemplating the idea of enter-
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ing a nine-semester engineering program in
my late twenties was a little scary, but I
thought I'd give it a shot."
After earning her degree, Hammack
worked for two years as a hardware design
engineer for a wireless communications
company. As her husband, Fred, expanded
Hammack Audio Video Systems - the couple founded the company while Bo bbi was
in college - it made sense for Hammack to
join the company full time.
"I only had one demand,'' she recalls. " I
wanted to use my engineering skills in the
business."
The company does smaller jobs such as
installation of surveillance cameras, but the
real creativity kicks in with the big jobs. The
Hammacks just designed and installed a
three-floor lighting and sound system in
actor Bruce Willis' Idaho restaurant, including a game room and a nightclub with a full
stage. They did the whole job - 180 channels of lighting, four projectors, 13 monitors
and seven sound systems - in about a
month.
With projects like these, Hammack
doesn't have much time for singing anymore, and she's traded in her keyboards for
a computer keypad. But in busine,ss or show
business, she says, the attitude is the same.
"When I was playing in a band, one
constant was the notion that the show must
go on ... no matter what,'' she says. " If it
didn't, that meant we were letting people
down. It's the same way now, we depend on
each other and do whatever it takes to
make it happen."
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July 1998. Matthew earned the AmJur
Bancroft-Whitney award in Remedies l
while at Thomas Jefferson.

CLASS CHAIR
Tom Verteti
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Lauren Riaski
5401 Nassau Circle East
Englewood, CO 80110

Kally [Tharsnas) Kraemer has been busy
with her two children, Lindsey, 3, and
Ryan, 1. Kaily writes that she and her
husband are happy to be back in San
Diego County after living in Napa,
Calif., for the past three years.... Marisa
(Schuller) Luskey and her husband,
Matt, live in Eugene, Ore., and are graduate students at the University of
Oregon. Marisa is working on a teaching
credential and her hu band is in his second year of Ph.D. graduate work in
English .... Kally McAndnw received a
master's in acting in 1998 and moved to
the East Coast with the love of her life,
JaU nuharty '94. Kelly has played a
principal role on "As The World Turns"
and performed in "Skylight" at the
Unicorn Theatre and "Measure for
Measure" and "Love's Labours Lost" for
the Heart of America Shakespeare
Festival. ... Natalia Ray completed her
master's in social work at SDSU in
1997 and is completing her teaching credendals to teach social sciences at the
high school level.
Constance Hansan (D.N.S.) has received
hospital privileges as nurse midwife in
two hospitals, Washoe MedicaJ in Reno,
Nev., and Good Samaritan Hospital in
Puyallup, Wash., a first for both hospitals. Constance also teaches ..•. Paiga
Halfmann (M.S.) recently reported for
duty at the Navy Public Works Center
in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Paige is a lieutenant commander.... Gloria McWhirtarRead (M.S .N.) is an assistant professor
in the College of Nursing at the
University of Florida.

CLASS CHAIR
Jennifer McCann Vertetis
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Eri Ludwig
2240 Eucalyptus Avenue
E condido, CA 92029
e-mail: cmtc71b@prodigy.com

Jasaph Crumly is living in Dalla , Texas,
and working with a consulting firm that
supports more than 70 multinational
corporations with expatriation of
employees .... Timothy Lynch is a film
and television producer with Solo
Productions, producing music videos and
extreme sports television shows .... Chris
Moore produced hi first short film for
Dreamworks studios in June and has
begun work on a feature that will begin
filming in January. Chris reports that be
recent.Iv spent the weekend with Sigma
Pi fraternity brothers at a Lake Tahoe
cabin .... Jannifar McCann Val'latis is
working for Datek Online, an online
brokerage firm in New Jersey as vice
president for strategic development.
Jennifer and her husband, TDm Val'letis
'94, are looking fo r USD alums to set up
East Coast events.
G
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William liaodman (M.S.N.), a division
officer, recently transferred from the
Naval Hospital in Naples, Italy, to the
Naval Hospital in Camp Pendl.eton,
Calif.

CLASS CHAIR
Bryan Walsh
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Joy Deutsch
5375 La Cuenta Drive
San Diego, CA 92124-1414
e-mail; joy.deutsch@gwl.com

Mark Adams is working on hi doctorate
in organic chemistry at the University of
Pennsylvania, specializing in ovarian
cancer research .... Francis Chunlal
recently completed a five-month deploy-
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ment to the Mediterr.inean Sea and
Arabian Gulf aboard the dock landing
hip USS Portland, where he visited
Italy, Greece, Spain, Tunisia and Turkey.
Francis' hip participated in several
multinational exercises .... Aaron
liaslaldo was recently designated a aval
aviator while serving with Training
Squadron J 1 in Corpus Christi, Texas.
Aaron was presented with the coveted
''Wings of Gold," marking the culmination of month of flight training . ...
Marisha (Spaave) Sanya is pursuing a
master's degree in marriage, family and
child counseling at USD. Marisha married Brian Senyo on May 31, 1997 ....
Anthony Thomas is overseeing the Year
2000 challenge for Navy surface hip
stationed in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, making ure that the ships receive proper
training and that deadlines are met.
CLASS CHAIR
Greg Johnson
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Colleen Engel
10062 Pasco Montril, #509
San Diego, CA 92129

Lucinda Inzunza is finishing work on her
teaching credential for middle/bigb
school level and did her student teaching in the fall for the Sweetwater Union
High School District in Chula Vi ta,
Calif.
Vincent Pisano (M.A.) is a therapist for
abused adolescent girls in a residential
treatment center in Virginia. Vincent's
wife, Kristan (Addao) Pisano (M.A.) , is a
school counselor at Francis Scott Key
Middle School.
CLASS CHAIR
Michael Corrales
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Elizabeth Himchak
11334 Capilla Road
San Diego, CA 9212 7

U'ftDIRliJWUffl ALU
Eric Karalds asks that all USD alumni in
the Illinois area e-mail him at
Karakise@hcgj.com.... Craig Waldrop is
an assurance associate with KPMG Peat
Marwick in Denver, Colo. C raig spent
the summer in Italy after graduation.
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Please note that USD Magazine does noc
p1·int engagement information. While

alumni are encouraged to send informaticm, about their marriages, due to space
considerations, wedding photographs will
not be published.
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Dian.a Shannan '81 wed James Joseph
Nun.o on June 21, in Dateland, Ariz.
Diane is in her 15th year teaching fifth
grade in Date)and. ... Thamas Kinas II
'89 wed Amy Vansant in Ocean City,
N.J., on June 6. Thomas is an investment analyst and the couple live in
Annapolis, Md. ... Danial Limllarg '89
married Nobuko Iwasaki in Yokosuka,
Japan, in June. The couple are rransferring to Jacksonville, Fla., to fly P-3
O rion aircraft.... Pabick McNaan '89
married Kimberly Dugger in September
1997. Patrick is a business development
manager for MicroAge Computer...•
Lina Diep '90, a cost analyst with Smith
& Nephe\v, Inc., wed Bill Nguyen on
July 4 in La Jolla, Calif. T h e couple
honeymooned in Bora Bora.... Mareililh
Manning '90 wed Jell Yaual '91 in
October 1996 in Hawaii. Meredith is
vice president of Tudor Publishing Co.
and Jeff is a senior software engineer for
Peapod.... Brian Wink '90 married
C herie, a graduate of UCLA's School of
Dentistry, on April 18 .... Kimllarly Cale
1
91 (M.A. '92) married Greg Wood on
July 11 in Founders Chapel. Kimberly is
a counselor and Greg is an apprentice at
the San Diego Union-Tribune....
Marcella Dunr:an '92 and Cory Werre
were married Feb. 14, 1998. T he couple
reside in St. C harles, Mo., where
Marcella works as a high school teacher
at Francis H owell High School. ... Mark
Mayar '92 married Julia Banar '92 on
Feb. 2 1, 1998. Mark is a produce broket
in San Francisco and Julie is a supervi1,or at Canon Computer Systems, lnc,, in

Costa Mesa, Calif.... Tua Sullivan '92
wed John Maucher on June 6. Tara is an
assistant vice president in risk management for lndyMac.... Toby Basl '93 and
Hanni M11ndralla '94 were wed Aug. 22
in Founders Chapel. Toby is a production manager in Carlsbad and Konoi is a
third grade teacher in Costa Mesa.....
Karry Anna Canla '94 married Sean
Thomas Mattix June 20 in Founders
Chapel. Kerry is co-manager of Oscar's
Restaurant in Ahwatukee, Ariz-., and
Sean is store manager there.... Sluaran
Luiz '94 was married Feb. 28, 1998, to
Raymon Johnson in Puyallup, Wash.
Sharon is working on h er master's degree
in environmental geology at MUSC and
the College of Charleston in South
Carolina . ... Maggi• Casillas '95 wed
Raul Cortes on Oct. 3 in Founders
Chapel. Maggie is an accountant. ...
Panny Halargiros '95 wed Lau Romana
'95 on Aug. 22. Penny is a finan cial
analyst and Lou is an accountant. The
couple live in Costa Mesa, Calif. ...
Kalhlaan Knaashaw '98 wed Andrew
Tyler McIntosh July 25 in Founders
Chapel. Kathleen is working on her master's degree in leadership at USD and
Andrew is a software engineer. , .. Karla
1
Lap■z 97 wed Dan Schwartz on June 27
in Founders C hapel. Karla is an intern at
BT Office Products and Dan is in marketing and sales.... Rasalha Paraz '97
was married on June 27 to Juan M.
Puentes in Founders Chapel. Rosalba is
a software engineer.... Salina Valdivia
'97 married Jell Knudson '97 on June 20
in St. Louis U niversity College Church
in St. Louis, Mo.

RTKS
Jamas Valla '81 and his wife, Rosanna,
welcomed their second son on March 14.
James recently took a job as chief financial officer with Onsite Energy Corp....
Mally (Ouirk) Jlmnray '85 and her bus,
band, Colin, celebrated the birth of their
third son, Luke Colin, on July 28. Luke
joins brothers Will, 4, and Tommy, 3.
The family lives in Hingham, Mass....
Tim Palacak 'BB (J.D. ' 91) and his wife,
Barbara (Ellis) Palacak '87, welcomed
their second child, Colin James, on Sept.
21. Colin joins older sister A manda Lee,
6. Tun is a partner in the law firm of
Miller, Monson and P eshel in San Diego.
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Barbara is taking time off from teaching
to stay at home with the children.
... Alica (Furay) V-assar 'BB and her husband, Jeroen, announce their "new world
citizen," Carolyn Aislinn, born June 10
in Dublin, Ireland. She joins her older
brother, Patrick, 2, born in Stockholm,
Sweden .... Lisa (Milchall) Madsan 'BB
(M.Ed. '90) and her husband, Tim, send
news of a son, Zachary Alan, born in
November 1997.... Monica (Faltz}
Parsons '89 and her husband, Jack, celebrated the birth of their son, Devon
James, on Mother's Day, May 10. Monica
is working on her M.B.A. at USD and
hopes to graduate in May•.. , Regina
Pallancaiia-Dh.armawan '89 a.nd her husband, Johannes, welcomed their first
child, Alyssa Maria Dewi, on March ZS.
R egina and Johannes were married in
February 1997 in The lmmaculata
C hurch .... Thomas While '89 and his
wife celebrated the birth of their first
child, a daughter, on Christmas Day
1997 . ... Mignon Higgins Adolph '89, and
her husband, Mark Adolph '90, gave birth
to their first child, An.oeuse Elaine, on
Dec. 10, 1997. Mignon received her law
degree in 1994 from Loyola Law School
in Los Angeles.... Kristin (Semmens)
Salaman '89 and h er husband, Steve, welcomed a daughter, Isabella, on Sept. 3,
1997. The couple moved from Los
Angeles to Phoenix in 19971 where
Kristin is a consultant to Guess, Inc.. ,.
Jill (Fadarman) Raichwald '89 and her
husband, Jeffrey, send news of a. daughter,
Nicole Bari, born Dec. 17, 1997. Jill is
self-employed as a marketing consultant.
... Charyl Ann (LaGala) Paala '89 and her
husband welcomed their son, Nolan
Robert, on June 9. Cheryl Ann is a certified public accountant with American
Express•... Walla Walker '89 and his
wife, Lara (Caak) '90, celebrated the birth
of their son, Nathan Charles, on June 6.
Wade is a network engineer in Sunnyvale,
Calif.... Theresa (Ruic) Ganzalas '89 and
her husband, Michael Ganzalas 'BB
(M.B.A. '93) announced the birth of
their son, Christian David, on May 3,
joining sister Nicola Catherine, z.
... Jahn Penrith '89 and his wife, Mary,
send news of a son, Chase Eric, born
on Dec. 30, 1997. John is a branch
manager at Scripps Bank.... W. Palrir:k
Brannan '89 and his wife, Erin, welcomed
a son, Danny, on Sept. 10, 1996.
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... Ann (Caro) Wright '89 and her husband, P erry, recently celebrated tbe birth
of their third child, Amanda, who joins
sister Amy and brother Andrew....
Jacqueline Benitez Galbraith '89 (M.B.A.
'91) and her husband, Craig, welcomed
their second child, Oliver Sebastian, who
joined sister, Danielle, 2. Jacqueline
works out of her home in North
Carolina..•• Deanna SdauJtz Huwell '89
and ber husband recently celebrated the
birth of their first child, Kristina Lynn.
Deanna is a second grade teacher at
Cherry Chase Elementary School
in Sunnyvale, Calif.... Catherine
[Cagliandra) Aliata and her husband,
Lawrence, send news of a daughter,
l sabeUa, born on April 6. Catherine is a
food consultant in San Francisco. •..
Claudia (Hamig) Laine '89 and her husband, Edward, celebrated the birth of
their first child, Tanner, on May 26,
1996. Claudia works part time out of her
home i.o lssaquah, Wash .... Christine
(.Woad) Madden '89 and her husband,
Mark, were blessed with a son, Samuel,
born on April 2, 1996. Christine is a
senior financial analyst with GDE
Systems in San Diego. ... Gina (Labirvitz)
Caparell '89 (M.Ed '91) and her husband,
Jahn Caparell 'BB, celebrated the birth of
their son, Andrew, on March 28, 1996.
Gina is a fost grade teacher in the San
Diego Unjfied School District....
Stephania (Annstrang) Szal '89 (M.A.
'92), and her husband, Keith Szot
(M.B.A. '91), celebrated the birth of their
son, Andrew James, on Dec. I8, 1997.
Stephanie is a stay-at-home mother and
Keitb works at Microsoft.... Tiffany
[Brewka) Buflan '90 and her husband,
Scott, send news of a son, Saber, born on
April 21. ... Jacelyn (Baker) Lazier '90
and her husband, Doug, welcomed a son,
Dane, on Jan, 27, 1998. Jocelyn is a
property manager in La Jolla, Calif....
BNlndan Keeney '90 and his wife, Carey,
send news of the birth of their first child,
Noah Maddox, oo Juoe 16. Brendan is a
field technology representative for
McGraw-Hill Companies.... Sheri (Gess)
Kemp '90 and her husband, Scott, celebrated the birth of their son, Nathaniel
Scon, on Jan. 25, 1998. Sheri received
hete master's degree in religious education
in 1996 from the Catholic University of
America, Washington, D .C,, and is a religion teacher at Benedictine High School

io Richmond, Va.•., Chris Malaney Jr.
'90 and his wife, Susan (Nadeu) Malaney
'91, welcomed their son, Sean Michael,
on Dec. 1, 1997, Chris is a resident in
the Vanderbilt General Surgery
Department in Tennessee.... Timothy
Rivers '90 and hls wife, Amy, celebrated
the birth of Travis Francis on June 1. ...
Sara Schwab Smith '90 and her husband,
Jeffrey, welcomed their first child, Henry
Browning, on Nov. 20, 1997 .... Laura
(Aherer) McCJun '92 and her husband,
Kenl McCJun '92, send news of their
daughter, Katherine Marx, born June 11.
Laura is an office manager in South San
Francisco.... Taresa [Drelicharz) Jahns
'92 and her husband, Rolland Jahns '92,
welcomed their daughter, Madison, into
the world on March 31. Rolland was promoted to senior manager in the audit
department of KPMG Peat Marwick in
July. ... Jason Chaffee '92 and his wife,
Tania, celebrated the birth of their daughter, Madison, on July 26. Jason received
his master's degree in management from
the University of Denver in 1998....
Rebecca (Barona) Sdanaider '92 and her
husband, Bruce, send news of a son,
Noah Elijah, bon; on July 23. Noah joins
bis sibling, Kennady Maison, 2. Rebecca
is a graduate assistant and student in the
education doctorate program at the
University of Las Vegas.... Eric Brawn
'92 and his wife, Kimberly, announce the
birth of their daughter, Hannah Story, on
Jan. 6, 1997.... Carinda Sdaall Lombardi
'92 and her husband, Michael, send news
of their son, Tyler Michael, born on April
14, 1997. Corinda is an accountant witb
Forward Ventures in San Diego. ·Joseph Banta '93 and his wife welcomed
their first child, Anna Elizabeth, on July
13 .... Catharina (Smith) Clumey '96 and her
husband, Andrew, celebrated the birth of
thefr son, Alexander Cole, in December
1997. Catherine is a manager/ technician
for Swanson Photographies and lives in
Redlands, Calif.
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Monica V'da-Geis '91 (M.B.A.) and ber
husband welcomed their first son, Nicola
Luis Alexander, on June 2, 1997. Monica
returned to her homeland of Spain in
August 1997, ... Meredith Dihden Brawn
'93 (M.B.A.) and her husband, Shawn
Brawn '92, welcomed the newest addition
to their family, Trevor James Donald, on
April 9. Trevor joins siblings Cameron

M1111P.1t

aod Eleanor. Meredith is a community
development specialist with the City of
San Diego Office of Small Business.

Fathar V'mcanl Walsh, who served as
associate chaplain for the Office of
University Ministry during the 1997-98
academic year, passed away Oct. 29 after
a battle with pancreatic cancer. He was
63. Father Walsh joined the USD comlllunity in August 1997 after serving for
13 years as chaplain and counselor in the
Newman Catholic Center -in San Luis
Obispo, Calif. H e also served as a
Catholic chaplain for patients and staff
at the Atascadero State H ospital in
Atascadero, Calif., since 1992. Father
Walsh received a bachelor's degree in
1964 from St. Bernard's College and
Semi:nary in Rochester, N.Y., and a master's degree in 1973 from Syracuse
University, Ordained a l?riest in May
1964 in Syracuse, N.Y., Father Walsh
returned to his home of Skaneateles,
N,Y., after learning of his iUness. A
memorial Mass for Father Walsh was celebrated Nov. 4 in Founders Chapel, with
Monsignor Daniel Dillabough officiating.
... Adria (Hawaii) Lundquist '73 passed
away Feb. 8, 1998, in Seattle, Wash. A
funeral Mass was held Feb, 14, 1998, in
St, Luke Catholic Church in Shoreline,
Wash. Adda, 46, was a dedicated high
school teacher and counselor. Adria was
born in Coronado, Calif,, a_nd lived in
the Seattle area since 1980, with her
husband, Greg, and three children:
Michael, Galen and Anne.... Heidi Ann
(Miller) Murdadc '87 died Apri.l 2, 1998,
after a two-year battle with mylogenous
leukemia. Heidi was a certified public
accountant and worked for a CPA firm
in Chlco, Calif., where she. lived with
her husband, Troy Murdock, a computer
programmer. Heidi majored in business
and accounting while at USD....
Jennifer Hutchins '93 was killed in a car
accident d1e weekend of June 27. A
memorial service was held June 30 in
Founders Chapel with Father Matt Spahr
offjciating. Jennifer wa~ born Dec. 27,
1970, and majored in communications.

Far a cam(llete listiff:g, click .an the news and events section al USD's Web site at http:/ / www.acusd.edu.
Far mare mfannatian an arts events, call (619) 260-2280 unless otherwise noted.

FEBRUARY
February - May

"Mas lly Mozart: featuring U SO

Copley Library, library hours.
(619) 260-4826.

Professor Emeritus H enry Kola r. 8 p.m.,
Feb. 27; 2 p.m., Feb. 28. F rench Parlor,
Founders Hall.

3

MARCH

USD 50th Anniversary rotating display.

lntematianal Business. " International

Negotiations." 6-9 p.m., Wednesdays
througl1 February. Manchester Executive
Conference Center. (619) 260-4231.

Event Management. "Catering Design
and Coordination." 6-9 p.m., April 7;
9 a.m. -5 p.m., April 8. Manch ester
Executive C onference Center.
(6 19) 26 0-423 1.

lntarnalional Businass. "Legal Aspects
of Doing International Business." 6-9
p.m., Wednesdays through March 24.
Manchester Executive Conference
Center. (619) 260-423 1.

"Procurement for P rojects: Contracting
and Negotiation." 6:30-9 :30 p.m.,
Thursdays through A pril 22. Olin HaU
226 . (6 19) 260-2258.

lnsliluta far Project Managamenl.

Author and poet Jane Hirshfield. 4:30

"Project Communications and
Presentations." 6:30-9:30 p.m.,
Thursdays through March.
Olin Hall 226. (619) 260-2258.

p.m., Manchester Executive Conference
Center. (6 19) 26 0-6866.

lnstilute for Project Management

lnstilute for Project Management.

"Managing Project Teams.'' 6:30-9 :30
p.m., Thursdays through February.
Olin H all 226. (619 ) 260-2258.
All-Faith Service. N oon, T he l mmaculata
Church. (619) 260-4735.

•&eneralions Ill: Choral Scholars.

8 p.m., Shiley Theatre.
#Feminine Classics I," classical string

"Family: The Domestic Church;
Experiencing God with Children, CluHer
a nd Commotion,• Katherine Coffey. 7 -9

p.m., Hahn U niversity Cente r 107.
(619) 260-4784.

quartets. 2 p.m., March 7; 8 p.m.,
March 8. Founders C hapel.

"Concarlo.s with USD Symphony:"

8 p.m., April 23; 2 p.m., April 25.
Shiley Theatre.
•Annulme nt: What's II All Ahaut?•

Edward Peters. 7-9 p.m., Hahn
University Center 107 (619) 260 -4784.

lnstilute lar Project Management.

" Fundamentals of Project Management."
g a.m.- 4 p.m., H ahn University Cen ter.
$195 includes lunch. (619 ) 260-2258.
Ge orge Bernard Shaw's Gelling Mlll'l'ied,

p,m., Sacred H eart H all. (No show
h b. 23). (619) 23 1- 1941, ext. 2 131.

1-1

Family Business lnstilute Executiva
BreaJdast. 7:30-10 a.m., Manchester

Executive Conference Center.
(619) 260-4 231.
Evant Managamanl. "Event Marketing."

6 -9 p.m., Feb. 24; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Feb.
25. Manchester Executive Conferen ce
Center. (619 ) 260-4231.

Campian-W.ller Ethics Across the
l:aniculum Address. Daniel Callahan,

Documentary film, NRiding the Rails."

4 p.m. lecture, 4:30 p.m. screening.
(6 19) 260-4639.

s.

s.

Our 7bwrt by T hornton Wilder. 8 p.m.,

Shiley T h eatre. $8 general, $5 student,
staff and seniors.

z.a

•usu Chamber Music I," U SO

C hamber
Music Ensembles. 8 p.m., French Parlor,
Founders Hall.

Evant Managamenl "Risk Management:
Financial, Legal, and Ethical Safeguards."
6-9 p.m., Manchester Executive
Conference Center. (6 19) 260-4231.

APRIL
Wine & Cheas■ Highl. Graduate Business

\ lumni Assoc. 5 :30 p.m., Deaos's
Conference Center, Olin H all.
619) 260-4819

lntemalianal Business. " Importing and
Exporting Strategies." 6-9 p,m.
Wednesdays through April. Manchester
Executive Con ference Center.

au thor/editor of 35 books and president
of The Hastings Center, an organization
which examines issues of medicine, biology and the environment.
8 p.m., Shiley Theatre.
I Ith Annual Nursing Leclura. "O ur
Courage and Values - What Are We
and What Can We Be?" Velvet G.
Miller, executive director of the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. 4 p.m.,
Manchester Conference Cen ter.
(619) 260-4550.
10th Annual Social Issues Conlere nca.

"Challenging Injustice." C ivil-rights
lawyer Mords Dees, co-founder of the
Southern Poverty Law Center. 7 p.m.,
University Cen ter F orum A/8.
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ore than 1,150 alumni shared
hugs, memories and laughs at
the 10th Annual Torero
Tailgate Party and Picnic Oct. 1 7 as part
of Homecoming 1998.
Echoing the weekend's theme, "A
Time to Remember," alumni had a variety of events to chose from, including an
all-alumni Homecoming dinner and
dance featuring the Athletic Hall of
Fame Award ; anniver ary cla reunions
taged throughout campu ; and a
Homecoming Mass in Founder Chapel.
Former students also had the chance
to hear Vice President and Provo t
Frank Lazarus detail plans for USD'
expansion and view a sand sculpture of
the planned 5,100-seat Jenny Craig
Pavilion.
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